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Coholan ·R esigns As Student Org. President
by Eileen A. Monchek
" H aving applied for special
consideration to register late and
having been denied that application, being no longer a full-time
student, I must now tender my
resignation as President of Student Organization ... " read the letier of resignation presented to the
Executive Board by James T
Coholan.
Coholan met with Dean Dorm
Wednesday, Feb. 4th, and made a
req uest to have his date fo r lateregistration extended.
His req uest was denied leaving
him no altern ati ve but to forfeit
his position as President of Student Org. "The Deans' judgment
was based on academics and not
" · · d p
I
on th e arrest,
insIste
at PPol .1t o, D ean o f St u d en t s.
"Coholan may atte nd classes in
the summer if he chooses to, if he
registers before the deadline. If
the charges aga inst Coholan were
more serious and proposed a
threat, other actions would be
taken .

s·

· curren ti y regIs
· t ere d an d
ing h Is
is attending class," continued Ippolito, referring to the other man
arrested last week in connection
with theft of food from Downs
Hall.
Since Coholan was no longer
registe red as a full-time student he
was forced to resign from the
Finance Board on the Kean ColIege Coopera t·Ive.
In addition he resigned from his
positions on the College Pl an ning
Committee and the Academic
Standards Committee .
"Stud ent Org. is in the process
of putt_ing togeth er the pieces and
is getting on with business,"
stated Marcia Ham ilton .

,

suggest ions ·concer nin g the
vacancies of the Vice-President's
pos it ion. They came up with two
alternatives.
Either the Executive Board
could appoi nt someone to the
position or they could wait for the
results of the election of officers.
"It was decided that it would be
in the Student Body' s best in- .
terests to wait for the election in
May. This way the studen ts will
vote and decide who will be the
n ew Vice-President," said
Hamilton.
Ippolito commented that the
Student Body as a whole needs to
become more active. "Vacancies
need to be filled, more people
sho uld att e nd the Counc I· 1
Meetings and they· should vote in
the elections."

" W e have no ti me to dwel l on
the past. Student Org. is working
on building up its credibility and
the Student Body needs to see
positive results conce rnin g the
matter," continued the newly appointed President.

It is estimated that o ut of some
6,000 studen ts at Kean College,
less than 10% vote in th e elections.

·At the past Executive Board
. Meeting, the council asked for

"Where are th e rest of the students?" questions Ippolito.

HELLO PINGRY ...

9
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Jim Coholan recent President of Student Org. leaves his post .
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AdminiStration Proposes PUrchase of Pingry
u

\

Photo by Bruce Sidwell

Pingry School may become the latest addition to Kean.

by John O'Reilly
Kean College has put in a bid to
attempt to purchase th e Pingry
Campus in Hillside for the price of
$4,250,000 dollars. If Kean is successful in its bid it will cost the
Kean students about one-hundred
dollars a year more for tuition .
The administration also will
have to raise approximately
600,000 dollars per year to maintain operations as well as an initial
fee of one-million dollars to
renovate th e prese nt Pingry
building.
In an attempt to get student opinion on the matter, Dean of
Students Pat Ippolito and Charles
Kimmet, of the Vice-President' s
offi_ce, presented their proposal to
the Tri -Council and the Campus
Media at meetings held February
5th & 6th. "This is not the first
tim e we've looked at Pingry"
stated Ippolito, "but we must

" A comparable facility would
move by March 1, 1981 or we
cost us (the college) three times as
stand a chance to lose it. "
much to build" claimed Kimmet.
Ippolito continued, "The purIn order to pay for the project.,
chase will enhance the school
tax free bond!> will be sold at
and have e normous walue to the
.:ib I te'l ;;,erc;ent mteres.l.,.
~lud.:!nt,,. · ~--,<ean must move forK~ n Students would be charged
ward and develop. We have to
$3.50 per credit or about $100 per
compete with other state col. year full-time student.
leges."
Some questions were raised
Thirty-three acres of extra land
about the distance between the
would be added to the college by
Kean campus and Pingry, which is
the purchase of Pingry. This
about on e-quarter of a mile.
would increase the size of Kean
Kimmet
said ,
" Se v e ral
about 14% according to Kimmet.
possibilities are being explo red to
Of these 33 acres 22 are
alleviate those problems ."
dedicated to playing fields which,
Among the possibilities are " A
according to Kimmet, "would
have enormou s value towards •shuttle bus, a walk bridge, or a
five-minute walk", according to
both lntermural and Intramural
Kimmet.
Athletics."
If the Board of Trustees of Kean
The extra space would also be
and Pingry agree to such a move
used as a center for student acKean w ill begin moving Student
tivities and would also open up
Facilities over to the Pingry Camspace in Dougall and Whiteman
pus in the fall_of 1982.
halls for about 500 more beds.

New Offices Stir Up Old Problems
by Barb Harvey
As the graduate student enroll-·
ment increases, the need, as well
as the desire for a more spacious
office also increases.
Althou gh the space in the College Center is limited due to the
massive amount of offices as well
as other areas of services to the
students, the remodeling of the
Frbnt Lou nge becomes the only
alternative for the new offices of
the Graduate Student Council.
In the past, the front lounge has
been used 'by other groups as a
meeting place, although the majority of the lounge will be taken
over the Graduate Council as
their new office space. "'
The other o rganizations on
ca mpu s, according to D ean
Patrick Ippolito, will sti ll be able
• to use the remainder of th e space
to meet their own needs.
Ippolito added , " th e other
organizations have bee n confronted with the new plans, and
after many c ~estions, the majority
of the students have been quite
positive towards the new addi-

O'Donnell's presence in th e oftion ."
fice itself would interfere with the
According to Paul Hart, the
Director of Hotline sin~e last Jun e proper functio ns of the walk-in
service. According to Hart, " after
when Tom O ' Donnel took the
position as the Di rector of Ad- . the work order. had been put in,
Ippolito pulled it, telling Hart that
ministrative Services, he as well as
the new wall would never be conothers asked for an alternative ofsidered ."
fice for him.
Later, it had been decided that a
While at the Executive Board
partition would be added to a meeting of December, Hart
room in the Walk-in Center.
brought the question of the conHart added , " Jim Coholan, st r"uct ion before the board .
President of St udent OrganizaHowever, Ippolito took an Extion , claimed th at if th e college ecutive Privilege and -.yould not
would not pick up th e tab for th e -speak o n the subj ect until Hart
constru ction of the wall in the
was made to leave the room.
Walk-in
Center,
St ud ent
This past October, th e Finaf,lce
Organization would , so th at the
Board of Student Org. contracted
confi dencia lity of the Walk-in Serto pay for th e wall.
vices would be p rot ected .
According to Hart, " Th e comHowever, it had later been
munity help center is ve ry
discovered that Coholan was
unable to come through with hi s val uable to the coll ege communipromise due to the fact that he ty, students work it ... the students
of this college have been c heated
had been unable to make a deci.. .because the coll ege was going
sion of the sort.
to get somet hing directly from the
Apparently, a short while after,
new Graduate Student Office,
Ippolito had put a work order
, , ,ro ugh asking that a wall be con - they pushed it through ... the
students here a-re t-reated second
structed in the Hotline office. Hart
to the needs of the college."
stated that " Ippolito claimed that

Pho to b y

Jane Maltz

Paul Hart, Director of Hotline retaliates against the remodeling of the
Front Lounge.
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Views _From A -Broad

Newsbeat

help the president assume his
by M .C. Burns
Now we have him - our movie duties gracefully. Grace was also
star president. Europe snickered the essence of the inauguration
when he was elected, thinking ceremonies. $8 million was the
that only in America could a silver record set for that affair.
Our economy ... we always
screen personality succeed a
peanut farmer as the holder of our manage to .get around to that.
highest office. In Brussels, the Regan promised strapped wheat
Obtaining grants and speaking Spanish - ess~ntial skills for employees . television stations have begun to farmers that he would lift the Rusrun Reagan's "oldy moldy" films sian grain embargo with all due
in community agencies - will be taught beginning in .March at the center
twice a week - dubbed in french .. · haste. Instead, he and his advisors
for Continuing Education at Kean College of New· Jersey.
have escalated the word war with
Catherine Messmer of Chatham, grants administrator at Kean, will
Reagan was elected promising Moscow. Then the took definitive
teach "Grantsmanship," a six-session workshop beginning March 3. It
will focus on locating government and foundation grants and techni- to reduce " big government" and
action by forbid i ng Soviet
to patch up our miserable
ques for writing successful proposals.
Representative Gromyko to use
Messmer will emphasize research, terminology, funding processes - economy. This was accompanied _the garage duo at the ,.. State
by rantings about -commanding
and evaluating completed proposals. -Messmer has a masters degree in
Department. Currently, Reagan is
counseling. Before coming to Kean two years ago, she was coordinator from other nations the respect we reconsidering his promise to our
supposedly deserve. He's in the ·
of counseling services at Wilmington College in Ohio.
farmers.
White House .. . now what about
Lilly Gottlieb of Mountainside, an instructor of German, Spanish and
Reagan says he wants to cut our
those
promises?
. French at the Foreign Language Institute, South Orange, will teach 10
taxes - but first he must cut spendsessions of "Basic Spanish" beginning March 15. The course will stress
Take the pledge to reduce the ing. He's announced some of the
the specializj' d vocabularies required on various jobs as well as conversize of our government. In order cuts already. Education, BEOG
sational and istening skills.
for Mr. Reagan to take over as our and available funds for low inGottlieb was born in Austria and grew up in Havana, Cuba, where
Chief Executive, he used what is terest federa l° loans will be cut
she attended high school. She has taught Spanish at Elizabeth General . known as a transition team . This sharply. How many of us are here
Hospital, Middlesex County College, Perth Amboy Hospital and
group of people spent a record thanks to those programs? Lack of
Elizabeth Police Headquarters.
$11 million on paperwork, all to access to these funds will not only ·

Kean College Workshops

Veteran Affairs Brief

Micro Processor' Program
More than 200 students at Kean College of New jersey are .being
trained on what is viewed as the wave of the future in computers
-microprocessors. The college has obtained twelve 8080 Intel units.
Dr. Regina H. Garb of Bloomfield, coordinator of computer science,
said 10 of the units were placed in a student lab in the industrial studies
wing. They are in constant use by computer students as well as students
of chemistry, physics, electronics and other disciplines.
Another microprocessor is installed in the mathematics department
and another in the industrial studies electronics facility.
Garb said the microprocessor, which uses silicon chips - the basic element · for new computers - differs from other computers in size,
technology and cost. She said microprocessors will become increasingly prevalent in business and personal use.
Last fa// was the first semester the microprocessors were in use at
Kean. They resulted from a cooperative effort by a committee of faculty
staff members representing various disciplines.
Committee members from the indu·srnal studies department are Dr.
John Sladicka of Lebanon, Dr. Glenn Thatcher and Daniel Cokewood,
both of Basking Ridge, and Clifford Jahn of Union. Math~matics department members are Dr. Garb and Dr. Stanley H . Lipson, chairman, and
Dennis Santomauro, both of Westfield . Chemistry and physics department members are Dr. Alfred Silano of Metuchen and Dr. Ronald
Criasia of Staten Island, N.V. ,

by Vicky Schindler
-What do you do if you do not
receive your check on time or the
amount is incorrect? You call us at
the Veteran Affairs Office
(527-2028/2029) .

Especially at the beginning of
new semesters, there are many
delays in receiving checks due to
processing time . Since the
Veterans Administration takes 4-6
weeks to proce~s your paper'(York, you usually will not receive
a check the month in which the
semester starts. In following, the
longer you take to register for
your benefits, the more chance
you have of delaying your check.
Although all benefits are retroactive to the first day of the
semester, many of you depend OIJ
your check at the end of the

As president of a New Jersey Women's Organization, Ann Walko of
Scotch Plains has been invited to participate in a series of legislative
meetings under the direction of the New Jersey Division on Women.
These meetings under the Department of Community Affairs are
scheduled to communicate to women what legislation is pending both
on the Federal and State level that affect women.
Ann Klein, the Commissioner of the Department of Human Services
is scheduli ng monthly meetings with Clara Allen, Director of Division
on Women at various state institutions so women's groups can broaden
their knowledge of the many needs of and services avaialble to women .
Time is also provided for' discussion among the state-wide leaders on
items of concern and importance currently facing the Women of New
Jersey.
·
Ms. Walso is Assistant to the Dean of Students at Kean College and an
elected committeewoman in Sec I Plains.

Pilgrim Me~~al Group.

ABORTION SERVICES

(i)

:1st and Mid-Trimester (thru 15 wks.)
Local or General Anesthesia

2nd Trimester (16 thru 23 wks.)

1st TRIMESTER.

$150.
$100.

LOCAL ONLY uP To 10 WEEKS
MEDICADE PATIENTS UP TO 12 WKS ..

• fREE PREGNANCY TEST
• EXAMINATION AND
COUNSELING
THE ONLY STATE LICENSED
ABORTION FACILITY IN
ESSEX. PASSAIC. MORRIS.
UNION AND MIDDLESEX
COUNTIES.
Master Charge • Visa • Bae .

HOURS 9-5 P.M.
MON. THRU SAT.

746-1500

IN NJ CALL TOLL FREE

(8001 772-2174

We realize the non-receipt of a
check can be a great problem to
many of you . .Come and see us
with your questions. We ' are
here to help you.

OTION
N. J.'s HOTTEST NEW DANCE ROCK CLUB

GRAND OPENING WEEKEND
Lucky FRIDAY, the 13th & Valentines, SAT. the 14th

t=eatur:n 9 the Best Live New'o//ave Band,
Friday, 13th
East-West Recording Stars

THE BANGS

**

**

Between all sets
N~A-~ BEST DANCE ROCK DJ

-i<frffMry

.

us.
As we all know, the Veterans
Administration is not perfect. If
you have been filling all your"
paperwork on time and correctly,
have not changed your status, and.
still receive a check of incorrect
amount· or no check at all, come
see us. We will file an EAi (Educational Assistance Inquiry) and
send it to the V.A. Offi<:e in
Newark. We should receive a reply on this in one week to ten days.
In any case, the V.A. in Newark
will be notified that you have a
problem and will have someone
working on it.
·

month to meet your bills. We
realize this and therefore urge you
in the future to sign fo r your
benefits each semester as soon as
you receive proof of regi stration .
,Another problem with checks
· results from dropping classes and
hence change in status and overpayment. We realize at times you
have no alternative but to drop a
course and urge you to come to
our office immediately after doing
so. In this .way your overpayment
will be minimal and can be corrected in a short amount of time.
You must also notify us if you
have a change of address or a
change in dependent status (mar- riage, birth, death, or adoption of
a dependent child), for this wi[I
also increase or decrease your
·benefits. Upon marriage, birth, or
death, you must submit a copy to

MAKE YOUR MOVE TO

Woman Talk

; ·

cause education to.go back to being a privilege for the elite, but
will also choke small colleges that
are struggling as it is.
Peace Corps, another victim of
budget "balancing." This is one
program our country does for
other nations that has never been
terrorized, protested against or
blown up. Peace ·Corps funding
doesn't go to weaponry, or propping up unpopular governments.
It goes for people helping people.
The program has provided
Americans with opportunities for
service, (and never lacked
volunteers) and has really, honestly, reached out.
Traditionally, the press has
allowed a grace period at the
beginning of each new administration. Generally, reporters
and columnists would "lay off"
for a while and refrain from immediate negativism. For this president, the honeymoon is over and
it looks like it's.going to be a long
(hopefully only) four years.

of

D' JAIS, BELMAR
MEADOWBROOK &
CLOSE ENCOUNTERS

Saturday 14th
Valentines Jam
Triple Show
THE SMITHEREENS
THE COLORS
HUMANS FROM EARTH
Direct from the
Uncle Floyd TV Show
Friday's broadcast

N.~.·st=IRST N.Y. STYLf; WAVf;CLUB
3 Rooms-, 2 Bars, Giant Dance t=loor, Game Room
MOTIONZ AT TWf; CORONf;T
925 Springfield Avenue, Irvington, N. J.
LOCATED DIRECTLY OVER

n+c

CALL

~~ti~~g

PARKWAY AT EXIT 143

OPEN EVERY THURS., FRI., SAT.

· EVERY -THURSDAY
COLLEGE NSGHT

393 BLOOMFIELD AVE
MONTCLAIR N J 07042

All HEINEKENS $1.00 ALL NITE ·
REDUCED ADMISSION $2 .00

"WE CARE"

Admit 2 FREE with t' is AD

;

-, .

SPEAK OUT!
.

Keen On Kean
by Manny .C antor

Text · by: Barbara Harvey
Pictu res by: Jane Maltz

WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THE JOB CCB IS DOING?

We liked the article on the Italian quake Manny Cantor submitted for
our Dec. 11 issue. We suggested he write more items for tNDEPENDENT. He has agreed to a monthly column which he is titling KEEN
ON KEAN. We welcome Mr. Cantor to our staff of News contributors.
The News Department

Do Kean Students Want "Something For Nothing"?

I really don't know anything
about that...
Elsa Cuascn

I think they are doing a real
good job.
Jennifer Nzioka

To be frank with you, I really
don't know what their function is.
John Lazarsch

Excellent! That Woody Herman
concert that they put on was a
real treat!
Earl Martell

They should really have more
outside co·ncerts.
John Falzon

What is CCBl To tell you the
truth, I really don't know!
Jim Kesler

Public Administration Majors
And Prospective Majors
There will be an important meeting on Thursday, February 12th at 1:40 p.m. in J-204B. The
purpose of the meeting will be to discuss career
and job prospects in _government, graduate
schools and other questions related to your
future. Please plan to attend. Other majors are
welcome.

-Counseling Center
Meditation Sessions

I think they should try to put a
little more of an effort into it!
Japheth Matheka

The Counseling Center is offering ongoing Meditation sessions. The
pL,rpose of these sessions is to learn and practice different types of
meditation techniques for relaxation, improved concentration, and
other benefits associated with meditation. Sessions will be on Monday
and Wednesday afternoons from 4:00 to 4:30. They will begin on Feb.
16 and will run throughout the semester. Interested individuals may
come to the Counseling Center at the above times, or call 527-2082 for
more information. Charlie Buchba·uer of the Counseling Center will be
conducting the sessions.

Divorce Group
The Counseling Center is offering a group of individuals who are
separated or divorced. The group's focus will be on working thmugh
the feelings and problems of divorc~.
By discussing common experiences and providing support for one
another. The group will be held on Tuesday evenings from 5:00-6:30 in
the .Counseling Center (Bookstore Building, SA-126) . It will begin on
Feb. 24th. Interested individuals may call Charlie Buchbauer or the
;ecretary in the Counseling Center for information (527-2082).

Do You-Always Think Of The Right
Thing To Say When It Is Too Late?
Lear.n How To Take Better Care Of Yourself
Participate In Assertiveness Training

When:
They're doing something? I
don't like the concerts that
they've been putting on for the
last two years.
James Staten

. Where:
Time:

Wednesday - Starting February 25,
March 4 and March 11
Counseling Center
3:00 to 4:30 p.m.

It was my first day in class. Collection of enrollment cards was scarcely over when the Professor launched into a heated denunciation of the
students and faculty of Kean College. The immediate irritant was the
poor performance on the final exam in the first half of the course. This
was further proof, according to the Professor, that most students and
faculty at Kean wanted "something for nothing". I gathered he felt they
were not showing the necessary minim~m of interest and effort, and
herein lay the key cause of Kean's low status as a university.
My own reaction to these allegations was negative. It seemed an unnecessarily harsh indictment, especially on the first day. As the weeks
passed my respect mounted for the Professor's demonstrated
knowledge of the subject, his careful preparation, his enthusiasm and
sincerity. I decided to take another l ook at his opening-day diatribe.
The class appeared to be _going well. Most of the twenty-odd students
seemed serious and involved. Perhaps the sharp denunciation was a
calculated, and successful, jolt to the students' pride and conscience.
The term ended before my desire to explore this with the Prof. could be
satisfied.
My previous experience as a Kean student was in the years 1965 to
1967. I took numbers of course in the I.A. Department to qualify for
teacher certification. I was then in my mid-fifties, and too pre-occupied
with teaching and learning to give much thought to the colege, its
students and staff.
My real undergraduate life was in an era long, long past - 1925 to
1930 at Columbia. In the intervening half-century the tremendous
changes in society, and inevitably on all college campuses, make comparisons with today invalid, if not impossible.
·
A Bit of Kean History
Did you know that Kean College is the " descendant" of the Newark
Normal School established in 1855 by the Newark Board of Education?
Classes met on Saturday mornings in the high school. In 1879 the requirements became one full year of daily attendance. In 1888 this was
extended to two years. In 1912 the institution became a State Normal
School and the following year it was moved to a new building at 187
Broadway at founh Avenue in Newark. In 1928 it became a three-year
Normal school. In 1934 it became a four-year college granting a degree
of Bachelor of Science in Education. The student Dody at that tinte
averaged S00.
From 1937, when the school became N.J. State Teachers College, to
1957, was a period of expansion in programs offered. In 1958, as
Newark State College, it moved to a new, five-building, 120 acre campus on the Kean estate in Union. Its growth here has been phenomenal.
Many buildings and programs have been added. After two years of
study and deliberation, in 1973 this institution became Kean College of
N.J. Thirteen thousand men and women now attend Kean College.
There are now forty-eight academic degree programs on the graduate
and undergraduate levels. The projection for the academic year
1983-1984 is for an enrollment of 15, 101 students.
Keen On Kean
Kean College is a busy place indeed. The hundreds of persons scurrying about appear serious, purposeful. Unlike most colleges, the resident
population here is small. Most students, and staff, are commuters. My
impression is that many, if not most, are not full-time students in· the
sense that they have other jobs or interests that drmand major concern .
Nevertheless there is considerable and varied educational and
cultural activity offerered to the student body and to the community. It
is my opinion that a good deal of this activity· is not known or appreciated both on campus .and by the nearby populace.
This will be one of the problems to which KEEN ON KEAN will address itself. The column will also treat from time to time with broader
issues that have impact on the university.
See you next month.

/

KCTV Updated
by Phil Fisch
"We've grown tremendously since Oct. 1980" says Garret Gega, the
General Manager .of K.C.T.V .. What's K.C.T.V.? K.C.T.V. stands for the
Kean College Television Station. It was defunct about six years ago.
Ther.e, were many attempts throughout the years to get the station back
on its feet, but they always fell through until now.
K.C.T.V. was recently put together through the efforts of a few conscientious and dedicated people. They hap heard that if the T.V. club
was now revised, all the television equipment would be sold .
The new K.C.T.V . Executive Board has been elected as follows:
General Manager - Garret Gega, Operations Director - Joe (Bev)
Bevilacqua, Finance Director - Helen ldels, Secretary - Sharon
Gawlawski, Studio Director - Mike Diamont.
I talked with Jean Mattson, K.C.T.V.'s Fac--ulty Advisor, and she said
kc.T.V . will make it because it has a large enthusiastic staff.
K.C.T.V. would especially)ike ~o thank Kevin Mulligan for his help
with the equipment; Jean Mattson, the whole I.R.C., and Mr. Tom
O'Donnell for their help. K.C.T.V. would also like to thank Student
Organization, Student Activies, W.K.N.J., The Independent, Anna
Church, Mark Cichowski; Maintenance and Mr. Pat Ippolito for
everything thatthey all have helped the station with.
Garret Gega said, "That in the future, I would like to se eus produce
and broadcast" our own projects". Mr. Gega also says K.C.T.V. will
show their first project in Sloan Lounge some time in March.
I think the campus will be seeing & hearing more about K.C.T.V. in
the future. ,
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EDITORIAL
It was reported in last Thursday's issue of the Independent that
Jim Coholan was arrested for allegedly stealing food from Down's
Hall. At that time, the Independent called for his resignation as
President of Student Organization, not for his alleged participation in a crime, but because he had not registered for classes this
semester.
The day following his release from the county jail, Coholan did
make an attempt to apply for special consideration to register
late. His informal application was denied by acting Dean of Arts
•
and Sciences T. Felder Dorn. The only course of action Coholan
then had was to submit his resignation to the Executive Board.
Since that time, Marcia Hamilton has, without fanfare, assumed
the position of President, keeping the Organization intact. This
upward movement .has created an opening in the Vice-President's
office. Normally the person who ran against Hamilton for V.P.
would take over that spot but that person is no longer a student at
Kean. So Council is now undertaking action to either appoint or
elect a V.P. Once this is done Student Org. will have successfully
solved a small crisis and can then direct its energies toward the
business slated for the remainder of the semester.
Word has reached the Independent that the Audit, currently
underway in Student Org., will be completed and any financial
obstacles, for the moment, will be over thus easing the everpresent worry that Dean of Students Pat Ippolito would step in to
assume c·harge of a faltering organization. This move has not
come ana the ·autonomy that we as students enjoy, remains ours.

Fanfare For The (Un)Common Man
Dear Editor,
What - no shriek ing, stomping " artist" at a college concert? No; instead, Franco Spoto, in a formal setting w ith his acompanists, gave a
recital that had his audience demand ing encores. There w ere no
ampl ifiers, only Spoto's natural voice. The concert arrangements were
by John Bauer, who has already given so much, culturally and edu cationally, to Kean . Maybe people at Kean want better t hings, and they
are being given th is chance by Dr. Bauer and all those who presented
this lovely even ing.
Sincerely,
Gertrude Levine

Indy Receives Thanks
Dear Editor,
The Concert Series Comm ittee w ishes to t hank t he Independent for
their coverage of last semester's classical concerts. The publicity received was largely responsi ble for the season 's success.
Both concerts, the fi rst by El iot Fisk and the second by Marilyn f:1orn e
w ere extremely well attended by appreciative audiences. Thanks to the
Independent more students h,,w e attended the current series than ever
before.
Sincerely,
Ann Honig
Jackie M artin
Chai rpersons
Classical Concert Seri es

independent
The opinions expressed in the signed columns and interviews of
this newspaper do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the editors.
Nor is anything printed in this paper, unless directly noted as such, to
be taken as official policy or opinion of the college or of Student
Organization. The Independent is distributed free of cfiarge at
various locations around the campus, however any member of ·the
college community who takes more than twenty-five copies will be
charged 15 cents per copy. Subscription rate is 6 dollars per academic
year.
Editor in Chief: Bruce Alan Sidwell
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STU DENT _ORGANIZATION, I NC.
I.

''ELECTION SCHEDULE''
EXECUTIVE BOARD:
President, Vice-President, Asst. Treasurer,
Secretary & Asst. Secretary.

O'Reilly Makes Others Hit List
Dear Editor,
I have read your self-serving diatribe with interest over the past
semester, and despite a considerable amount of chatter you have contributed precious little, if anything positive, to the campus yourself.
With economic instability, political and racial unrest, America's
ordeal with Iran and many more intPrna l problem~ thiit this. Ga.mpt¾!'
faces, it is unfortunate that the News Editor of the sole school
newspaper finds nothing more useful to print than personal vindications. I believe this is an abuse of press.
If the fraternities, sororities, and the other victims of your attacks are
as insignificant as you claim, then it is appropriately said that "small
things preoccupy small minds."
·
Lastly, I feel the only thing that litters this campus is the trash you
have printed in your columns.
Peter M . Caravella
GCC Representative
Sigma Beta Tau

Feb. 26
Mar. 5
Mar. 10
Mar. 12

-

Applications Available
Applications Due
Primary Election (if necessary)
final flection

CLASS OFFICERS:
President, Vice-Pres., Treasurer, Secretary.
"SOPHOMORES-JUN.IORS-SENIORS"
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

5
12
17
19

- Applications Available
- Applications Due
- Primary
- Final Elections

Pomp And Circumstance

STUDENT COUNCIL MEMBERS:

Dear Editor:
In the aftermath of last week' s events concering the now former president of Student Organization, we are soberly reminded of how the actions, or lack of, on the part of one indiv.idual can have a detrimental, if
not totally negative impact on the funct ions of our student government.
Now that the crisis has abated, we need to turn our attention back to
the real issue at hand; maintaining a strong, autonomous student
government here at Kean.
The culmination of the last week' s events was the resignation of our
Student Org. president and the installation of a new one. Our new
president, Marcia Hamilton, is no stranger to anyone who has been at
all following Student Org. events. For the past two years, she has given
selflessly of herself to many worthwhile events on campus. She is a
sincere and hard working individual who I'm sure will bring a new
openness and involvement to the office of President.1She deserves the
support and help of all concerned students as she undertakes her new
responsibilities.
I would like to wish Marcia the very best in all that is good for our
fellow students. After having known her for the past year, I can optimistically say that she won't let us down.
Anthony} . Brennan
Student Council Representative

"SOPHOMORES-JUN IORS-SENIORS"

All letten to Che Editor mllll be typed .ind tubmNted to lhe Editor by
3:00
the Friday prior to puWkMion. Al leaen m... be lipwd,
~ - - . wll be withheld from publcadon upon ,..,..._

,.M.

letten to the Editor should be se~ed.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

12
19
24
26

- Applications Available
- Applications Due
- Primary
- Final Elections

ALL APPLICATIONS MUST BE IN BALLOT BOX
BY 5:00 PM ON DUE DATE.
BALLOT BOX LOCATION:

STUDENT ORGANIZATION, INC. (offices)
CC-128

YOU
can become a member of
Student Council!!!
Vacancies in every class!!!
Fill out an application today
in Student Org.!!!
(Applications for filling vacancies on the
1980-81 Student Council are due Wednesday,
February 18, 1981.)

In the event of snow or any other emergency which would require the
cancelling of classes, announcements will be made over the fqllowing radio
stations:
,

527-2330
527-2360
289-2101

Mon.-Fri.
~,.m.-1 a.m.

SaL & Sun.
2 p.m.-1 a.m.

NJ/NY Metropolitan Area
WOR-AM 710

North-East Jersey Area
WVNJ-AM 620
FM 100.3

North-East Jersey Area
WPAT-AM 930
FM 93.1

Middlesex County
WCTC-AM 1450
WMGQ-FM 98.3

Monmouth/Ocean County
WJLK-AM 1310
FM 94.3

Morris County
WMTR-AM 1250
WDHA-FM 105.5

Somerset County
WERA-AM 1590

Union County
WJ OM-AM 1530

Kean College Radio Station
WKNJ-FM 90.5

'
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Black History Month
by M. C. Burns

The theme of this year's Black
H istory is " Black Energy-Past, Present and Future". According to
Wendall Ball, vice president of
the Black Student Union, "so far
it's going really good."
Events this year, according to
Ball are more diverse than the
ones offered previously. They encompass historical, cultural , and
entertainment aspects of the
black experience.
The schedule of programs was
put together by the Black History
class was coordinated by Prof.
Charles Tyson . Ball said, "This is a
free chance for people to learn
about black history and the black
experience."
Most of the events are free of
r:harge. The expense will be

a.ssumed by the sponsoring
organizations which include: the
Black Student Union, the Evening
Student Council , the Cocurricular Board, the Townsend
lecture series and the graduate
student council. Ball added, " It's
important for black people to
understand where they've come
from and for others to know
where we' re coming from.
According to Ball the events so
far have been well attended and
although Judge Bruce Wright
cancelled his speaking engagement here, he is expected to
reschedule another date, later thi s
month. The Vice President added,
" I'd like to see as many people as
possible coming out for the programs. It's important for people to
listen and understand ."

Emergency Food Pantry
Mrs. P.... 88 years old . Her rent was raised from $180.00 to $225 .00.
Until she can find somewhere else to live she has $23.00 (includi ng
food stamps) a month to spend on food. That is 70¢ a day. She's h1,mgry
most of the time.
Mr. L. .. . A welfare recipient so anxious to support his family. When
he got a job, his food stamps and welfare were cut off before his first
check arrived . His'family had nothing to eat and no where to turn.
These are just a few of the thousands served by the Emergency Food
Program of the Archdiocese of Newark. In conjunction with this program, Father Rich Garcia and Ms. Marian Henderson of the Catholic
Campus Ministry Office on campus, have announced that an emergency food pantry will be established here at Kean .
Fr. Rich stated "We are trying to follow Christ's mandate of 'Feed the
Hungry'. Not the hungry in foreign lands, even though their neea is
desperate, but rather the hidden hungry in our own area. Rising inflation, unemployment, fuel bills, gaps in ·existing programs are seriously
affecting many. The hungry are our brothers and sisters and we must try
to help".
The Pantry will operate out of the Catholic Campus Ministry Office in
Whiteman Hall during scheduled hours. "We can use your help" ,
Marian stated, "we will need volunteers to assist in organization and
distribution".
food for the pantry will be collected at the Catholic Mass which is
held each Sunday at 12 noon in Wh iteman Hall. If you wish more information please call Fr. Rich or Marian at 355-6660.

Dopers Corner
by Columbian Joe
Well, Im back and I' m mad as
hell. Got really stoned over the
break, the weed was fine. So fine!
had to take the first few weeks off
to come down from the endless
party. It was great. But I' m still
mad as hell.
It seems I am a celebrity. I actually made page 52 of the Star
Ledger. According to a one Mr.
Byrd, a news writer for the
Ledger, I am causing controversy
upon this campus because of my
Christmas column . Person:,lly, I
would call him an asshole but I
will not stoop down to his level.
If I am causing controversy, I
certainly did not know about it. If
he has to make up lies in order to
fill his column, I certainly feel
sorry for him .
First of all, Mr. Byrd was grossly
misinformed if he thinks my column is intended to be humorous.
These articles I write are a service
to the students of this campus. I
attempt to help them in their aecisions on the best deals in the
diversified drug market. I fail to
comprehend why he did not ask
me, the writer, to comment on
my column before he wrote his. I
call that bad journalism.
Now that I've got that off my
chest, I would like to touch upon

by Mar y Slavitt
To our students who wanted to
teach but are putting this goal
aside because of the glut of applicants - please reconsider.
According to recent articles,
elementary teaching is among the
ten areas with the most job-open-

ATTACHMENT

Learn How To Run
Your Life More
Effective ·

Regulations for the Basic Grant (BEOG) Program have
been changed to allow students to receive BEOG for more
than four (4) years . Students are now entitled to receive
BEOG for the entire period of time that it takes to receive

the first undergraduate degree.

Counseling Center
Bookstore Building SA 126
Conducted by

Dr. Marcella Haslam
Director of the
Counseling Center

Doze".
Be sure you know what you' re
buying. Tablets are always better
because they' re harder to tamper
with. But do not buy drugs unfamiliar to you, some ups are
stiped · on with PCP which is
dangerous. A good reference is
the P.D.R. (Phys icians Desk
Reference) which. contains pictures and descriptions of most pill
form drugs. So dopes, be careful,
let's get high but stay alive.
If you have any questions or
comments please write. I' ll gladly
print worthwhile information.
Send to Colombian Joe, Independent College Center.

NORTH JERSEY GYNECOLOGICAL CENTER,.,.

A.;~ RTior~ts'ir~vi:cEs '~..,

FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
FREE COUNSELING SERVICES
COMPLETE GYNECOLOG ICAL CARE
* Male and female sterilization ·
* Abortion procedures
* Gynecological services

* Birth control pills, IUs, diaphragms
* 24 hour Hot Line
* Referral service
Call 375-0800 for an immediate, confidential appointment
HOURS: Monday thru Saturday, 9-5
40 Union Ave., Suite 104, Irvington, N.J .
Located 1 block from Irvington Center - ample parking

The Part-Time Student

Assertiveness Training

· Starting on Wednesday
February 25 - 3:00 p.m.

a concerning subject. I myself
tend to shy away from unnatural
drugs but in dire need I do indulge in chemical substitutes.
Amphetamines for instance can
become a monkey on your back
from overuse but we all know that
in times of crash studying for exams or making through that long
weekend , there is no otrer
choice. But be wary my head
friends, you can be ripped off
easily.
Black Beauties are one of the
biggest ripoffs. Most are bootlegs,
taking one is like drinking a cup of
coffee. Any Tom can buy empty
capsules and fill them with "!;-Jo

Students who have received a Student Eligibility Report
(SER) from BEOG but did not submit it to the Financial Aid
Office because they have already received four (4) years
of BEOG, should submit the SER to the Fin ancial Aid Office as soon as possible. Those who did not apply for
BEOG must do so before March 15, 1981 .
A duplicate copy of the SER can be obtained by calling
(800) 553-6350, the BEOG toll free number.

The New Regime

- -....-~-.,... ,C"'°!I ~

ings. Now, these openings may
undergraduate can, with advisenot be in the towns where you
ment, select courses to meet state
live. This is a national figure, but it requirements for additional cerhas significance for our students; tificates, using those courses as
1981 is expected to show the
electives towards the degree.
highest birthrate since 1971 - A Considering the number of elec" minor baby boom" is already
tives
available to most
being noticed in the schools.
undergraduates, it is even possiEducators warn against
ble to consider a collateral prorepeating the mistakes of the ' 60's
gram, such as that for teaching
when there weren 't enough -mathematics. School of Education
teachers for the classrooms .
and Certification Office personel,
Those who really want to be
among others, are always ready to
teachers should remember that
help with selection of courses.
Kean College, with its 126 years of
For those who are already
expertise in teaching training, is a
enrolled in teacher-training, I urge
good place to learn how to teach .
again that they consider seeking
Right now there are nearby open'.
additional certificates particularly
ings in mathematics, bilingual ,
in the areas where teachers _are
Engli sh-as-a-second-la nga uge,
needed. It's always easier to find a
scie nce, to some extent, industrial
position if one has more than one
studies, and special education .
field of expertise.
Those who happen to be in
schools which are closing - or in , -For most people, teaching is a
towns where the school popula- " natural" field . All of us have
tion is shrinking, and where spent many years in classrooms elementary teachers are being so we have had long periods of
dismissed , should consider "observation". Then, too, there is
retraining for fields need ing the delight of sharing what one
teachers. At this time, a certified has learned and of being in a
teacher. can prepare for another human-service oriented job. A
field , by taking from six (with a 3 teaching certificate, provides a
credit prerequisite) for nursery vital form of job insurance. There
education to 30 credits for a com- will always be many places where
prehensive science certificate. An it will be most useful!
Executive Board
Student Organization, Inc.

Resignation Text

.
meeti~g a; Student Org:
Marcia Hamilton con~uct~ her
Coholan. Mark Chicowsk1
.
the res1gnat1on o
.
President since and Shirley Bowman hsten .

/,•r:

Having applied for special consideration to register late and
having been denied that application, being no longer a Full-Time
student, I must now tender my resignation as President of Student
Organization, Inc., Kean College of New Jersey and, collaterally,
my membership on the Finance Board and membership on the
Kean College Cooperative. I also suggest that you fill vacancies
on the College Planning Committee and the Academic Standards
Committee both of which I have been named to but have been
unable to attend.
I also request that, in the future, you judge all proposals on
their merits, without prejudice, with the firm conviction that you
have the students best interests to protect.
What should have been needless to emphasize is that had
Dean Dorn approved of my registration I would not be proffering
this resignation, however, I re~ent an_d am hurt by the ill-thought,
hasty actions and comments of the Board, several individual
Board members and Student Organization employees. I would
not and have not permitted any of you to be treated in the way
you have treated me. So I caution you to be fair, first and
foremost, to you rselves - that will be your greatest problem .
James T. Coholan
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What's Going On At Kean College?
b.y Mike Kinney
Just what is going on at Kean
College these days?
Ttie Theatre and Fine Arts
departments seem to be in the full
swing of things by providing the
students with spring productions
and art exhibits, respectively.
But let's be honest people; How
many of you have so much as
witnessed one of the performances or galleries since being a
student here? Well , se la vie, for if
you haven't been a participant or
an admirer of these fine projects,
i;s no-one' s loss but your own.
A rock concert? At this moment,
the student body can't seem to
make head nor tails of what the
C.C.B. has up their sleeves, regarding future shows.
In the past, this organization has
supplied us with such talents as
Hot Tuna, Foreigners, Southside
Johnny, Gerry Garcia, Peter
Frampton, Steve Forbert and Pat
Benator, but apparently, no such
performers will grace our land's
anytime in the immediate future.
(If this past statement should b
eproven wroing by issue date, I
will be more than delighted to eat
my pen).
All College Parties? Well,

ponder this fact; Since the
academic year began in
September we have had exactly
one of these " All College
Hoedowns" . Could it be that the
Social Committee has transferred
to Montclair State or something?
To speak frankly, this institution
of well over 12,000 bodies might
not see or liear the words, "Party,
everyone invited" , were it not for
the ever-dependable boys from
Sigma Theata Chi.
Could it possibly be that these
men are the only viable party
throwers on campus?
No, of course this is not true,
because many of your faces have
become familiar sights in " the
Pub" , throwing your little bashes
in some corner of our hallowed
skellar.
But let's be serious folks, only
so many people can fit in there at
one given time, and the quantity
of beer pitchers is limited to ten or
eleven (give or take a few
"heads") .
Yes it's true, we've got your
numbers stored in the secret files
of the Indy. Yol/ are, therefore,
amiably charged with delving into
the splendor of the college life.
The pub is, in fact, a fine place

to congregate among friends, ex- has been a pretty boring semester
change stori es and " throw down around her, so you are obviously
a few cool ones for a reasonably finding somewhere else to spend
your weeknights and weekends. If
fair price.
However, our pub could and this should be true, why not
inevitably does need some simple . spend your time among fellow
changes to make it the watering students. Every other college does
this, so why don' t we. Be serious,
hole that it has the potential for!
For instance: A) Bring back the every time our yearbook -arrives
foozeball table! B) Have W .K.N .J. there are a multitude of faces you
do their stuff at lesst once a week have never so much as seen
(Hey, you guys up in Dougall; We before. And this is a sad fact that
really enjoy these nights and it hinders this school' s image, and
doesn't hurt you too much in more importantly, the people
who attend it; you!!
regards to exposure) .
Let' s fact it, fellow squires, the
C) Stay open a bit longer on Friday nights. Locking· the doors at only sure sign that Union is awl7:30, when they are supposedly lege town is by driving under the
opened until 12:30 does not cut railway underpass on Morris
Avenue. Here you will see various it!
Everyone wonders why this " Greek lettering" , signifying the
campus is so desolate come Friday afternoon, well perhaps if
there were a justifiable rason to
stay, this would not be such the
"commuter school" that it has
been hitherto.
I know what you are thinking at
this point of the article. What in
hell's name is this guy talking
about? Where is 'he planning to go
with thi.s? What wall did he jump
off of?
The point is this; Thus far, this

WAITERS AND·WAITRESSES
NEEDED FOR WEEKEND
WORK ONLY

SOME EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY
CALL AFTER 12 P.M.
379-6958

TOWNSEND . LECTURE
SERIES
presents
Imamu Amiri Baraka
l[\ti\~ v,0~1r 1 ~ §,o,cI1 ~T"
February 26, 1981
Place: Little Theatre
Time: 12:00 noon
~•

WITH

COUPON
■

~
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The Club Bene' Dinner Theatre,
located on Rt. 35 in Sayrevill e, has
recently signed BEATLEMAGIC to
present th eir tribute to th e Beatl es
.. on Sunday, Feb. 22 . There will be
one show, dinner at 7:00, the two
hour show will be presented at
9:00. The dinner choice will be
Steak or Lobster Tail , the price for

dinner and show will be $19.50
per person . For those who wish to
see the show without dinner, the
price will be $10.00 per person . In
either case interested persons are
urged to make reservations as
soon as possible. For further info
call the Bene' at (201) 727-3000 .

Folk Project

!,

I

I

Feb. 13: OPEN STAGE is THE eastbound side of Route 24 (300
opportunity for performers to Mendham Road), just west of
come early, sign up and fill 15 Morristown. Shows are every Friminutes on the stage any way day night at 8:30 PM. Donation is
they wish. It's a variety-filled only $1.50. Baked goods, -:offee
evening with plenty of talent and , and teas are served at a nominal
surprises.
cost. The MINSTREL SHOW COFFEEHOUSE is run by the Folk ProFeb. 20: ROYCE ANDERSON is ject, a non-profit organization, to
back with us again! He is a hot provide an opportunity for the
blues, swing and bluegrass guitar public to see and hear live folk
picker, playing plenty of his own music in an informal and friendly
outstanding songs. Sharing this environment.
evening will be PLANXTY TANThe Folk Project is an organizaNER, a traditional Irish band con- tion of musicians and music ensisting of Derek Polzer, Wally thusaists who gather to share their
Koenig and Tom Kagan.
music. We welcome people to
o.ur monthly group sings ,
Feb. 27: FRANK SUGRUE (pro- workshops, jamming sessions,
nounced Shagrew) is a superb and bi-annual festivals.
guitar player and songwriter
We do what we can to promote
whose wit is as fine as his fingeran
awareness and appreciation of
picking. Also playing will be ERIC
WINKLEMAN of the group Folk Music in New Jersey. Please
When' sday, in a rare solo perfor- publicize the information we send
you ; we dpend on your interest
mance.
and enthusiasm for our continued
The MINSTREL SHOW COF- existence.
FEEHOUSE is located in the Morris County Cultural Center on the

For more
543-6705 .

information

THE ICE CREAM MACHINE
650 NORTH A VE.

Ji____
I

___________
l; * -- ~ __,_
NOll:TH AVE.

~ XXXX
!"' l'tM COi.Liil

II~- S _ '4JPJN,E,- - - - ~

FREE HALF CANNOT
EXCEED BOUGHT
HALF IN PRICE.
LIMIT 1 PER CUSTOMER
OFFER NOT VALID
ON DELIVERIES

CCB Presents Cameo
CALL 353-0505
For Quicker S.nlce
PINH Pl«• Your Order In Adrencel
CALL IN FOR PICK.UP

OPEN 7 DAYS

* Store Hours -

10:00 A.M.-Mldn'9ht

OFFER ENDS FE·BRUARY 13

/

Beatle Tribute

~------- ----------------------,
I
I
.,

presence of the " frats" and
sororities that we have on campus. If it weren ' t for this, 1Kean
might as well be some factory
across the street from Schering.
So why can't we change this?
Why can' t w e stick together and
" hang out" at places where we all
have something in common ;
Kean College.
There is simply no reason in the
world why we can't take pride in
the fact that we go to school
together.
That's where this article is going! Each week, this column will
appear, telling you just where,
why, and how to go for an
estimiable evening. So, watch out
for "Behind Bars" .

L--------------~--------------

Friday, February 27, 8:00 c
Tickets are $7 in Advance and
$10.50 at the Door, and are
available NOW in Wilkins Theatre

call
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Elvis' Sixth - 'Trust'
,

by Robyn A/parone

Three and a half years and six
albums later, Elvis Costello puts
forth his latest album Trust, consisting of the familiar, tightly
woven melodies and energetic
percussion he is known for. Compared to those such as Graham
Parker and the legendary W arren
Zevon, the fact is that even talent
like theirs cannot touch the music
of Elvis. His songs ran ge from
lovely but cliche fill ed ballads to
d ark fru strat ed co mpostion s.
However, the overall effect of
Trust is one of a high spirited,
ma de fo r pa rtying and dancing
album.
The entire fi rst side just kept turning out son g after song w ith so
much character. Althou gh the
tracks are brief, there are no gaps
between them . The great thing
about these songs is that they are
so versa ti le.
Fo r example, Pretty Words is
one of the best songs, full of vigor
and very expressive. Th is song has
a definite hypnotic quality about
it.
Luxembourg has· a Buddy
Hollyish tinge to it and consists of
the same ·rock-n-roll expertise that
Holly put into his performances.
Watch Your Step is a quieter
song; a love song that is filled with
the old lines and are left up in the

by Robyn Alparone

Along with those varied punk
artists such as Johnny Rotten,
Richard Hell, and The Dead Boys,
The Jam came out of England to
invade America and expose a
totally new style of rock-n-rol l.
Although their music is a bit too
confusing, perhaps too choppy
for the American tastes, The Jam's
latest effort Sound Effects has a
few cuts worth listening to. The
problem is, the band takes a bit of
getting used to and fo r someone
to go out to spend seven to ten
dollars on an album just to get used to it, is not rea lly buying this
album for the band's appea l, and
their mu sic. Au contraire, it is
played ove r and ove r to get used
to it and the li stener is bra inw ashed, not really enjoying the actual
sound .

made possible the production of
A LIFE IN THE THEATRE and will
count towards the Forum' s fund
raising goal of $108,000. A LIFE
IN THE THEATRE is David
Mamet's comedy of backstage
and onstage trials and tribulations.
Perform ances are Thursday, Friday and Saturday evenings at 8:00
p.m. and Sunday afternoons at
3:00 p.m. Ticket prices range
from $6.00 to $9.00, and are
available at the Forum Box Office
at 232 East Front St., Plainfield.
For more information, ticket
reservations and raffle tickets, call
New Jersey Theatre Forum at
(201) 757-5888.

FASHION SHOW
Black History Committee Presents:

"Black Energy:
Past, Present and Future"

The Attractions back up Elvis
better than anyone ever could .
They seem to have his feeling
about the songs and interpret
them the way he does.

Elvis fans should definitely grab
this one and non Elvis fans will be
very impressed .

KCTV

IS

BACK

With the beginning of a new semester,
we also see the beginning of the NEW
KEAN COLLEGE TELEVISION STATION.
It's bigger and better than it ever was .•
before, putting out shows that will inform
and entertain everyone on campus. If you
want to be a part of it, no matter which
field you wish to pursue, KCTV has
something for you. So check us out ... we
are located in room 202 of Dougall Hall
(3rd floor).

WOMAN TALK SERIES - SPRING 1981
Wednesdays At Noon - Downs Hall Alumni lounge
February 18, 1981
"ERA - Where Do We Go From Here"
Myra Terry, President, Essex County NOW; Linda Wells-Roth,
President, Center for Women in Crisis
February 25, 1981
" Alcohol, Alcoholism, and the Alcoholic"
Phyllis Linhart, Certified Alcoholism Counselor

February Lunchtime Double Feature
by Cathleen Tully

February 17, 18 and 19, Lunchtime Theatre will present two
one-act plays - The Still Alarm by
George Kaufman and Sorry,
Wrong number by Lucille Fletcher as a double feature for 49¢ in
VE 119 at 12: 15. All Lunchtime
plays are directed by students.
The Still Alarm will be directed
by Alison Nead , who first
presented The Still Alarm during
Director's Workshop last spring.
Alison's cast is as follows: Bob
Barclay - Mike Kinney; Ed Simpson - Al Wollerman; Bellboy Roger Fluet; First Fireman - Ed
Smith; and the Second Fireman Joe Bev.
The Still Alarm is a comedy that
doesn't give its audience a chance
to straighten up after doubling up

from laughter. The plot revolves
around a hotel fire and the laxadazical attitudes of everyone involved, which leaves the audience in an hysterical uproar.
Sorry, Wrong Number the second of the two one-acts to be
show, w ill be directed by Pete
Cummings, who also directed The
Still Alarm for Director's
Workshop last spring. Pete' s cast
is as follows: Mrs. Stevenson Ruth King; The First Man and
Sargeant Duffy - Joe Bev; Western
Union Man - Mike Kinney; Chief
Operator and Hospital Receptionist - Karen Smith; and The First
Operator - Barbara Carlstrom .
Sorry, Wrong Number tends to
be a more serious show whose
plot revolves around the main
character, Mrs. Stevenson, who is
a wealthy hypochondriac, whose

murder is being planned by her
own husband. Just as the plot
thicken s, though, we can count
on Mrs. Stevenson's loud, funny
character to sprinkle in a dose of
comic relief.
Even if you've already seen
th ese
how s in Dire c t o r 's
Workshop last spring, there isn 't
any excuse for you not to see
them again . Personally, this
writer's experiences of seeing
shows more than once have all
been pleasant because the casts
are made up of different people,
and every actor brings something
fresh and new to a role.
Speaking to the directors about
their shows led to feedback
nothing less than exciti ng. This
month's up and coming Lunchtime Theatre promises to be a
big hit - don' t miss it.

The Incredible Shrinking Woman
case like this? Move into a doll
house what else?
Now that Pat is unique, people
come from all over to see her. Not
·everyone has the same curiousity
though; Dan Beame (Ned Beatty)
and his crooked friends have
other ideas to take over the world!
What doe.s the tiny woman have
to do with it? They· want her
blood!
Both the acting and special effects were well done. How they
make a person look like an ant or
a chair - I' ll never tell , but it is the
responsibility of Roy Arbogast,
Guy Faria and David Kelsey.
Lily Tomlin is no newcomer to
the motion picture screen .
Besides The Incredible Shrinking
Woman she is also in 9 to 5, making five films in 6 years.
Ned Beatty the sympathetic,
but very confused husband is a
1976 Academy Award .nominee
as best supporting actor for Network and once again his acting
abilities come to surface.
This most unlikely, but heart
warming comedy was directed by
Joel Schumacher and can be see n
at the Millburn Theatre in
Millburn. For more information
call 376-0800.
Oh - what is Sex Pot? You' ll
Lilly Tomlin in a scene from her new movie "The Incredible Shrinking
have to see the movie to find out!
Woman."
b y Jeanne Marie Ahrens

Time: 7:30 - 11 :00 p.m.
Location: Kean College Cafeteria
Donation: $2.00 - at the door $2.50
Date: Friday February 13, 1981

•

However, the Jam put forth
such songs as Boy About Town,
Man in a Corner Shop and Start
which seem to be putting them in
the right direction .
Boy About Town is a nice, syn•
copated song, not too long, with a
catch y melody. This song does
not require much getting used to.
Man in The Corner Shop is
rather pleasant and deviates from
the typical sound that the Jam
perform .
Start is a hard rock ing cut, with
lots of raw energy and seems to
be " American ized ."
With the exception of those
three songs, thi s album defin itely
needs some getting used to. The
Jam should concentrate less on
tryin g to make their point to the
world, (at least to the Am erican s),
and conce ntrate more on being
entertainin g.

CAMPUS CENTER FOR WOMEN PRESENTS:

air to let the listener use his/her
imagination to fill in the rest.
Side II was not up to side I but
songs such as New lace Sleeves,
From a Whisper to a Scream, and
White Knuckles were excellent
and helped balance out the
album for an over-all effect of an
Pxcellent recording .

MAYOR TO DRAW RA~FLE
On Sunday, February 15th at 5
p.m., Mayor Paul O'Keeffe of
Plainfield will draw the winners of
New Jersey Theatre Forum's raffle
after the final performance of A
LIFE IN THE THEATRE.
The raffle, sponsored by the
North Pla infield Junio r Woma n's
Club, with all proceeds going to
th e professional New Jersey
Theatre Forum , offers a VHS
Video Cassette Recorder as Grand
Prize, three second prizes of $100
grocery certificates and twenty
third prizes of restaurant certificates. Raffle tickets are a dollar
each and ten dollars per book.
The funds from the raffle have

Jam Invades America
with -latest Album

Was she a tiny curiosity on
whom nature one day played a
dirty trick on? Or was she the vi ctim of Twentieth Century
technology?
Until Sex Pot got into her
system, Pat Kramer (lily Tomlin)
was your typical average upperclass hous~fe with the maid and

two bratty kids, then she became
a mere one inch tall. ·
Suddenly her very modern
comfortable home becomes a
nightmare. Everything becomes a
chore, walking through the house
is dangerous~ like an ant! Even the
poor family dog becomes a problem - he now seems like an
elephant!. What does one do in a
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Woody Herman Swings At Kean

by Cathleen Tully
Wilkins Theatre, February 7,
Saturday night, 7:45, with our
eyes and ears open to everything,
we could feel the excitement in
the lobby generated from a huge
crowd of people from various
generations.
By 8: 15, the Wilkins Theatre
literally rocked to the music of
Woody Herman and The Thundering Herd, sponsored by the
Evening Student Council.
One half hour into the show,
we found ourselves being
mesmerized by this 'Swing Era';
an era we, a few generations
younger, were never exposed to.
We were slowly transformed

from 1981 to 1940 as Woody Herman introduced us to the 'Swing
Era'-one wonderful song at a time.
It was Woody Herman's
magnetic stage presence that
enveloped us and led us into this
magical world of 'Swing'.
This writer' s foot ' kept time to
the beat of the music all night.
The sad fact that we had never
been introduced to the dances of
the 'Swing Era' , was the one and
only barrier that kept us from
dancing in the aisles.
At 9:00 the·re was a ten minute
intermission, but few people left
their seats for fear they would
miss a minute of this music which
had lifted them out of Wilkins

Photo by Bruce Alan Sidwell

Woody Herman and his Young Thundering Herd in a concert performed last Saturday evening at
Wilkins T.P.A.
'-

Photo by Bruce Alan Sidwell

The great Woody Herman, poses backstage for the Indy during
intermission.

Theatre into the world of 'Swing' .
We kept our seats as our anticipation grew, and the ten minute intermission seemed like a decade.
Little did we know what Woody
Herman and The Thundering
Herd had in store for us during the
second half of the show. The fifteen piece orchestra filed back on
stage, and the electricity once
again began to flow.
Throughout the first portion of
the show, several musicians performed various solo pieces but
they were nothing in comparison
to what we were about to hear.
These exceedingly talented musicians then proceeded to show us
their versatility and showmanship
by performing difficult pieces and
also by playing a variety of instruments.

Suddenly the lights grew dim,
and Breakdown New Jersey
followed by Theme in Search of a
Movie, almost disco-type orchestrations, we.re performed
with a liveliness and sparkle that
snapped us out of the serene,
calm mood we had been left in
after hearing their interpretation
of Early Autumn, a beautiful
ballad, at the close of the first half
of the show.
During the second half of the
show, we were treated to a few
vocal solos performed by Mr.
Herman. A treat indeed was his
low, raspy, almost somewhat sexy
voice.
The rest of the night seemed to
fly by as Woody Herman and The
Thundering Herd played such
selections
as:
The

Woodchopper's Ball, You Are So
Beautiful, The Four Brothers Saxophone Quartet and a few songs
from their new album, Giant
Steps.
Too soon, was the magic swept
out from under our feet, when
Woody Herman and The Thundering Herd performed their last
up tempo selection for the evening. The audience response was
loud and demanding. In a matter
of minutes, they were back on
stage for an encore to beat all
others.
People always talk about the
generation gap, and how it
separates age groups to an e,ctreme degree; yet, Saturday night,
in an auditorium filled with people of all ages, no such thing as a
generation gap existed .

ALPHA KAPPA -p51

presents

ALL SEATS RESERVED
_·ADVANCE SALES ONLY
Tickets On Sale at the T.P.A.
·\ Box Office

$6.50, $5.50., $4.50 with one dollar
discount to all students

Friday,
April 3,

8:00 P.M.
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woman .space

·The Teardrop ... Fizzles
by John Doyle
New Wave has opened the
door for many new groups in the
last few years; some good and
some bad. Now we have, yet
another group for us to approve
or disapprove of.
The Teardrop Explodes is a
band out of Liverpool , England
(I' m sure most of you have heard
of that town before). This talented
group of young men hve a
somewhat interesting sound . The
title of their debut LP Ls Kilima-

jaro.
The album starts off with a song
called, " Ha, Ha, I' m Drowning."
This, like most of the new release
has a steady-like, danceable beat.
However, it ends before it get' s
on your nerves.
Next on the list is a poor tune

called Treason. This certain song
sounds somewhat the same as its
predecessor.
The tnird number is entitled,
Suffocate, but, unlike the first
two, it has a melodic quality to it
and is well-worth listening to.
Reward , the fourth cut is
another redundant song, but, has
an adequate brass arrangement.
When I Dream is number five,
and if any cut on this release
should gain any type of substancial airplay, this is the one. This is
to say that out of the entire album,
this is the best track .
There are other cuts on this LP
but as far as I am concerned, " it's
the same old song."
The Teardrop Explodes are,
Julian Cope (vocals, bass), David
Balfe (keyboards) , Gary Dwyer

(drums) and Alan Gill (guitar) . All
are excellent musicians, however,
the "polished" material just isn't
there.
Their style seems to be a combination of Talking Heads, The
Police and Herb Albert and The
Tiajuana Brass; My God, what a
combination!
Well, if you think that this might
interest you, then go out and get
it. But, if you have any ear for
music, you' II pass up this dissappointment.

Co-Curric ular Program Board

KEAN COLLEGE_JAZZ SERIES

_

Presents

presents

MAYA ANGELOU

_p _t _
l¢?J-;fi ~ i?Jtl
.

BOBBI

poetess & author of
" I Know Why
The- Caged Bird Sings"

·

HUMPHREY

NEW DATE:
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 1981
TIME: 8:15
PLACE: Wilkins Theatre
free tickets requ ired
Student Activities Office

February 16, 1981

8:15 p.m.
Wilkins Theatre
·free tickets required

Stu
A
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by Linda lamer
, The Campus Center for Women
is pleased to announce many new
programs for the Spring Semester.
Ann Linehan, Coordinator of the
Center, will conduct a two-part
workshop focusing on relationships, lifestyles, social resources
and personal development. These
will be held on Feb. 10 and Feb.
24, from 4:00 to 5:00 p.m. at The
Campus Center for Women ,
located in The Bookstore Building
in Room 114.
A new support group for undergraduate women is being offered
under the leadership of Linda
lamer, graduate assistant at the
CCFW. It will meet on Mondays
at 5:00 at the CCFW. A self.:awareness and support group for
women, 25 and over, continues
to meet weekly on Wednesdays
at 1:30.
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In addition to sponsoring support and special interest groups,
the CCFW sponsors WOMAN
TALK, a weekly program series
held each Wednesday at noon at
Downs Hall. Our first program of
the Spring Semester was held on
February 4, with Dr. Harry Dubin
moderating a stimulating and important workshop on " Fathers
and Sons and Daughters." Attended mostly by students, fa~ulty
and staff, these programs are
selected for their social and
cultural significance. We encourage all members of the Campus Community to attend; you
may bring or buy lunch in the
Downs cafeteria .
UP AND COMING PROGRAMS:
Feb. 18 - " ERA - Where Do
We go From Here"
Feb .
25
" Alcohol ,
Alcoholism, and the Alcoholic"
March 4 "Mothers and
Daughters"
NOTE: We appreciate your
reactions to our articles. We want
·to know.who our readers are and
what they think. Keep your notes
and messages coming to the
CCFW (Student Activities Bldg.
114) or call us at extension 2296.

The College
Library
by Yvo nne McCray
This is t he fi rst in a series of columns on the Library. The purpose
of this column is to give you, the
academic comm unity, an inside
look, an introduction, to an institution that will continue to have
a great amount of infl uence on
you .
The quality of a library can
.determi ne sometimes the degree
to w hich you are turned on or off.
W ith this in mind, fut ure colum ns
will be designed to hopefully tear
downt he barriers that might keep
you from getti ng t he maxi mum
use of this institution that is unparalleled in its ability to answer
your particular needs.
The core library staff consists of
professional librarians (Master's
Degree required), clerks and student workers. Please note that no
library (Library of Congress comes
close) can possibly have
everything printed or published.
So if you need· assistence in
locating material somewhere else,
please make your needs known to
staff. Also ask for printed
brochures and pamphlets on how
to use the library. If you don't
understand the information, ask
for assistance.
Our job - to serve you!
Stay tuned!

The Jazz Singer
by Ray Solimeno
Neil Diamond makes his movie
debut in The Jazz Singer, a "takeoff" of the older version Jazz
Singer, starring Al Jolson. There
are understandable differences in
the original script, as opposed to
the newer one.
Diamond plays a fifth generation cantor who struggles to find
expression through his own
songs, in the highly competit ive
world of popular music. He is opposed by his tradition bound
father, portrayed by Laurence
Olivier.
Luci Arnaz toplines the cast as a
gutsy manager who first falls in
love with the man's songs, and
then, the man himself.
The · movie features ten new
songs, composed and recorded
live on filin by Diamond.
This recently released film ,
shows both the hardships and
glory of the music business.
If you .like Neil Diamond' s
songs, you'll like the movie. If you
li ke Neil Diamond, you'll love it.
4

Elvis Raises Eyebrows At Palladium
by Charles Fowler, Jr.
This will be an honest attempt
to give an unbiased review of the
Elvis Costello shows at the
Palladium. Don't count on it
though. I was able to witness the
last two of the three sold out
shows that ran from January 31 to
the second of this month. The
comparison to the shows is this. If
he were to have won the Kentucky Derby on Saturday, he
definitely won the Preakness on
Sunday and easily captured the
trip.le crown on Monday by running away with a victory in the
Belmont Stakes.
Elvis was not the angry young
man people perceive him to be
and as a matter of fact, he even
smiled on many occasions. This is
a big difference from his attitude
when he last played New York
two years ago. Costello is no
longer the skinny little rant with
the Buddy Holly glasses and pigeon toed walk. He seemed tranquil, if not happy and• actually
seemea to be enjoying himself on
stage (a bit more excited for the
final show). He has switched to
the Fred Shero (ex-Ranger coach)
type glasses.
Squeeze was the opening act
which is a pretty big name for a
backup band. Do you know how
good they were? I don't. Both
nights I paced the lobby while
Squeeze was on stage because I
was too preoccupied with the
thoµgh of Elvis performing. I've
seen Squeeze before on numerous occasions and have enjoyed
their presence every single time.
Others were saying Squeeze
played a very good, tight set.
Both nights Elvis opened with
slow ballads for the first two
songs. The best of these was NEW
AMSTERDAM from the GET
HAPPY album . I can't emphasize
how ~atisfying it was to see almost
a totally different show on the
nights I went. On Sunday he
played RADIO RADIO and once
again 'demonstrated what sad
shape the state of todays radio is
in. An energetic rendition of RED
SHOES flipped out the audience
because it was pretty unexpected.
When he sung ALISON, it was as
if E.F. Hutton were doing the singing with everyone concentrating
on Elvis' emotional touch to the
song. (There should be some law
preventing Linda Ronstadt from
singing Elvis' songs). BIG TEARS,
a song from the TAKING LIBERTIES album was a surprise and a
pleasant one at that because most
performers won't sing their less
popular songs live. ACCIDENTS
WILL HAPPEN received thunderous applause and the · crowd
rceived more smiles from Elvis.
Those are the songs he played
Sunday, but not Monday. WATCHING THE DETECTIVES was
the highlight of both evenings.
When Mr. Costello uses the
whole stage to dance you better
believe its going to be the
highlight. He was wearing wingtip shoes, too. Did you ever try
dancing wearing those things on
your feet?; those babies are
heavy.
Monday night arrives. The
Preakness is over and Elvis wins
by three lengths. The triple crown
was won when Elvis crossed the
finish line at the 'Belmont with
nobody even entering the stretch .
I believe the crowd had a lost to
do with it. There seemed to be
more posers in Sundays crowd,
and I believe Elvis played longer
Monday because of the crowd difference.
Both nights he performed

HAND AND HAND, PEACE
LOVE AND UNDERSTANDING,
SECONDARY
MODERN,

WATCH YOUR STEP, THE IMPOSTER , CLUBLAND and
WHISPER TO A SCREAM, which
he is assisted on guitar and vocals
by Glen Tilbrook of Squ'eeze.
Marty Belmont of the Rumour
played guitar on about half of the
songs which was an added attraction .
But Monday he played BIG
SISTERS CLOTHES and a tremendous light show on GREEN
SHIRT, with Pete Thomas doing a
great job on drums. THE BEAT
made everyone go crazy and at
this point I was trying desperately
to pry my chair from its bolts so I
could have more dancing room .
Continuing from GET HAPP he
sung HIGH FIDELITY and KING
HORSE . Then Elvis and the Attractions went back to the new
TRUST LP and did NEW LACE

SLEEVES, YOU'LL NEVER BE A
MAN and STRICT TIME. The
whole time, keyboard player
Steve Nieve didn't stop dancing.
His twisted knees were more contorted than Elvis' ever were (Elvis'
new trademark is the raised

eyebrows). He then goes into
BEATEN TO THE PUNCH and
closes with I CAN'T STAND UP
from GET HAPPY. In between all
the excitement he squeezes in
MYSTERY DANCE from this first
album.
Encore time arrives and tonight
it is WATCHING THE DETECTIVES but he throws in a chorLs
of Stevie Wonder's MASTERBLASTER
which
was
unbelievable. With Elvis singing
" jammin' until the qreak of
dawn" I knew deep down there
was no way that was going to happen. I did pray, but it was to no
avail.
Are you thinking I have nothing
bad to say about these shows? I
have two complaints. 1) He didn' t
perform LIPSTICK VOGUE which
is probably his best song. 2) I
didn't go to the Kentucky Derby
on Saturday. Elvis is definitely the
king, and there will never be
another Elvis comparable to him
. and I'm including the first one
who' s last name slips my mind at
the moment.

A Magazine For The ,E ighties
by Jim Kurdyla

Soldier of Fortune, a magazine
which is dedicated to the fighting
man and mercenaries in general,
is making quite a name for itself in
these times of international strife.
The magazine is described by its
writers as a pro-military, propol ice, and anti-communist
periodical. By others, it's described as a magazine for Facists, War
Lovers, and Sadists. These are the
name people who have no
respect for law and order, resisted
the draft, made a mockery of our

justice system, and made the
returning Vet from Vietnam feel
like the biggest jerk in the world.
The magazine hails from
Boulder, Colorado, and is
published by Lt. Colonel Anthony
He-rbet (Ret), who has had a very
distinguished career as a soldier.
Col Herbert h s won many
medals, including the Osiminieh,
which is the Turkish Medeal of
Honor. With this kind of experience, you can tell this
magazine is put out by a man who
knows what he's talking about.
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1. The Official Preppy Handbook, edited by Lisa Birnbach. (Workman, $3.95.) Making the grade: humor.
2. The Next Whole Earth Catalog, edited by Stewart
Brand. (Point/Random House, $12.50.) Ideas for the B0's.
3. Godel, Escher, Bach, by Douglas R. Hofstadter.
(Vintage, $8.95.) Computer scientist's theory of reality.
4. Still Life with Woodpecker, by Tom Robbins. (Bantam,
$6.95.) A sort of love story : fiction.
5. A Field Gulde to Birds East of the Rockies, by Roger
Tory Peterson. (Houghton Mifflin, $9.95.) Revised classic.
6. Garfield at Large, by Jim Davis. (Ballantine, $4.95.) Wit
and wisdom of comic strip•cat.
7. Jailbird, by Kurt Vonnegut. (Dell, $2.95.) One man's life
from Harvard through Watergate: fiction.

• by James Kurdyla

Maniac, which stars the lovely

9. The Dead Zone, by Stephen King. (NAL/Signet, $3.50.)
Terror tale of a man who sees into the -future : fiction.
10. Executioner's Song, by Norman Mailer. (Warner, $2.95.)
A true-life novel about Gary Gilmore.
Compiled by The Chronicle of Higher Education from information
supplied by college stores throughout the country. February 2, 1981.
~

New&MacDoodle Street, by Mark Alan Stamaty. (Congdon &
Lattes, $6.95.) Cartoon strip about a bohemian poet.
Problems and Other Stories, by John Updike. (Fawcett/
Crest, $2.95.) Twenty-three stories about middle-age.
The Brethren, by Bob Woodward and Scott Armstrong .
(Avon, $3.50.) Behind-the-scenes at the Supreme Court.
Association of American Publishers

tions committed by Cuban, Russian, and Vietnamese forces in
certain countries. It has exposed
the atrocities committed by
"Doctor"· Robert Mugabe in Zimbabwe, . and showing us what
pathetic shape our armed forces
are in . It should interest you
women out there, because it
features self defense methods to
fight off potential rapists, too.
The magazine is a reliable guide
to show you what lies ahead in
the B0's, like the ever growing
threat of Communist expansion,
which is approved by certain people in Washington as "Live and
Let Live". For those who think the
magazine caters to racists, Author
Robin Moore who wrote Serpico
and The Green Berets was asked
to leave the S.O.F. convention
which was held in Columbia,
Missouri, after making several
racist statements about blacks,
who fought bravely alongside
their white friends, in Korea, Vietnam, and Rhodisia .
Many of you might think its sick
for reading about wars, and the
rnen who fight them, but, it makes
better reading than articles about
rock stars who advocate disorder
and drug use; Bands which are

'Maniac'

8. Smiley's People, by John le Carre. (Bantam, $3.50.)
British masterspy versus Russian counterpart: fiction.

-

Col. Herbet is now in the process
of suing "60 Minutes" for 44
Million Dollars for doing an erroneous story, which had selective editing to portray him as a
Military Psychotic. We can see
from this that the press (who also
showed erroneous reports about
Vietnam) is trying to put down
Herbert for being what he is, and
being true to this country.
The magazine has a staff of experienced military personnel who
write articles about self defense
methods, gun care and pistolcraft,
a survival in certain areas and
climates, stories about battles and
the people who took part in them,
and the adventures of certain
mercenaries.
The articles about the
mercenaries receive the most flak
from the "decent" citizens of this
land. The mercenary is not there
to kill innocent people, institue
lawlessness, or to keep a tyrant •in
power. A mercenary is a man,
who by his own free will, lays his
life on the line for money, in order
to do the job he was trained for.
In most cases he is willing to do
that in order to stop the Communist takeover of certain countries, such as, Thailand, Chad,
and South Africa. The magazine
has also expressed illicit opera-

Caroline Munro, who is familiar
to many movie buffs as the
"Queen of Horror" , is one of the
many formula films which deals
with the madman on the loose
who gets his kicks carving up his
helpless victims in many bloody
ways. If you're expecting another
Halloweeen, forget it. This film
sinful travesty of the genre, which
was only made to make a bundle
of money.
The· movie is about a deranged
young man portrayed by a no
talent actor named Joe Spinelli,
who gets his kicks in going after
certain people and killing them
off in sickening ways. One nasty
habit he has is killing pretty young
women and putting their scalps
on a collection of department
store dummies, he has situated in
his room.
However, he finally meets his
match in the form of a glamorous

photographer, played by Ms.
Munro. Munro becomes a diffic'ult target for the killer by
leading him on a cat and mouse
chase through New York City.
Then in a "frightening" climax
Munro confronts the killer and
gives him a taste of his own
medicine, then Munro walks
away in a sigh of relief. Whoopee!
The story line, on. the whole, is
very weak and the pacing is very
dull between murders. ,The only
redeeming features of this film are
Caroline Munro' s performance
and the excellent special effects
created by make up artist Tom
Savani, who's past credits include

Dawn of the Dead, Martin,
Dream Death, and Friday The
Thirteenth. If you really want to
see a great horror film, check out
Scanners or Ken Russell's Altered
States. As for Maniac, it should be
used as a training film for Iranian
Militants.
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Fiber Artist -V isits Kean
Francoise Grossen, the well known fiber artist has been invited to Kean College by the Fine
Arts Committee of the CoCurricular Program Board . She
will be on campus on three occasions spanning a. two week period
in order to conduct workshops
with students in the design and
execution of large-scale sculptural
fiber work .
On February 17 at 1:40 p.m . in
Vaughn Eames 112cMs. Grossen
will present a slide lecture and
will discuss the direction and
development of her art. AT 2:40
p.m . she will meet with students
and the College community at a
short reception in the lobby of
Vaughn Eames. At 3:00 p.m. the
artist will meet with students to
discuss plans for the proposed
project design to be constructed
in the lobbyof Vaughn Eames. Ms.
Grossen will discuss with students
the details of execution, including
use of materials and equipment,
methods and techniques for knotting and braiding and use of installation and placement devices.
The first elements of the installation will be executed under the
direction of the artist on February
17. However, between February
17 and 24 students will continue
to work independently on the
large scale installation project. On
F~bruary 24 Ms. Grossen will
return to the campus to further
develop with the student group
the project design along with proposed embellishment procedures.
Students will continue working on
the project throughout the following week, and on March 3 Francoise Grossen will be at Kean to
supervise completion of the fiber
sculpture. Finishing touches will
be applied to the work and a final
critique will take place . During
the past two decades fiber art has
extended into areas previously
reserved for sculpture. Francoise
Grossen's exploration of the
possibilities and techniques
available in knotting and braiding
on a large scale has earned her an
international reputation . Grossen
works with, manilla rope and uses
simple techniques to manipulate

Rl

the material. Her methods allow
her to discover the innate
qualities of the fiber and the
potential to be found in the completed forms.
Born in Switzerland, Francoise
Grossen studied textile design in
Basel, Switzerland. She completed her graduate work at the
University of California at Los
Angeles. Grosse-i:i has held
teaching positions at colleges and
universities in this country and
abroad and has exhibited her
work in the United States and
Europe. Grossen's fiber sculpture
is held in numerous collections including those of museums and
private individuals . She has
received many. awards for her in-

novative techniques and intrigu -ing form of express.i,on .
The College community is · invited to attend Francoise
Grossen's illustrated lecture in
Vaughn Eames 112 at 1:40 p.m.
and the coffee reception to be
held at 2:40 p.m. in the lobby of
Vaughn Eames on February 17. It
is also hoped that the college
community will view the progress
of the large scale installation as
Ms. Grossen supervises Kean
students in its constuction.
For further information regarding the appearance of Francoise
Grossen at the college, please call
Professor Sheila Fox, Fine Arts
Dept. 2307 or Judith Shanosky,
Student Activities 2044.
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Future Focus

by Thomas Devaney

replications, the cell's genetic
tremely ditticult matter indeed .
For centuries, men have sought material will make a mistake, and
Not only would we have to commeans to extend and prolong the a defective cell will be produced.
pletely understand the functionhuman life span. In former times, A~ this goes on year after year, the
ing of DNA and the genetic code,
this was evidenced by the search proportion of defective cells
but we would have to be aware of
for the fountain of youth and the which cannot properly perform
what could result by tampering
practice of the pseuao science their duties will grow and will
with it. If scientist could suealchemy. Now, however, scien- eventually cause massive system
cessfully alter the genetic code to
tists have begun to look into the breakdowns.
cancel out the action of defective
causes of aging and are trying to
How do scientists intend to cell replication, they could create
develop ryiedical techniques that counteract the aging process?
a race that would be practically
will slow down or forestall aging.
immortal.
One idea that has already been
One theory of why we age
experimented with some-,yhat
Immortality, though , would
blames the process on the
successfully is lowering body present some problems. First of
physical laws of nature. Our skin
temperture by several degrees. all , what would become of
becomes blotchy and wrinkled This has been tried out on
children? In a world where no
because it is constantly exposed
laboratory mice, and it has ex- one dies, children would be unto the rays of the sun and the . tended their lifespans by about . necessary. Also since there would
winds. Human flesh sags and the
be no death rate to cancel out the
twenty percent. But cooling down
bones weal<en on account of the the body mor-e than _ to
birth
rate, we could easily and
15
2
strain . of opposing the "Earth' s degrees unfortunately results
in a quickly overpopulate ourselves
gravity. And finally, our internal
significant slowing down of men- into oblivion. It could also be
organs begin to malfunction tal processes and reaction time as possible that living forever would
because of the -stresses involved in well as aging. So although it may become boring or stressful for
functioning 365 days a year be possible to cool down humans most people. They would either
without a break for 70 years.
by 10 to 15 degrees and extend exhaust all their possibilities for
Another more complex theory life to 250 years, men would be diversions very quickly, or may
of aging states that the breakdown
made incapable of moving or not be able to cope with the social
of bodily functions in aging is thinking at anything faster than a and technical changes that would
preprogrammed in the DNA and snail's pace.
occur over a vast life span .
genetic code of every cell in our
Civilization could even stagnate
bodies . As everyone knows, the
Probably the best way of slow- _ because of a lack of fresh new
cells in a human body constantly ing down the aging process would
minds. So it is possible we may
reproduce themselves. The be to look into the matter of never see immortal humans if
cellular theory of aging proposes preventing cellular genetic these
problems
prove
that after a certain number of cell
mistakes. This, however, is an ex- insurmountable.

OPENING SESSION
THE KEAN COMMUN 1·Tv
by Henry Arrington
On February 2, 1981, the Black
Student Union sponsored a session concerning Black Energy;
Past, present and Future, at the
Little "Jiheatre.
The purpose of this session was
to bring the alumnus together and
share some of their personal experiences with those on · degrees
for the future.
Dr.-Nathan Weiss, the president
of the college, spoke to the audience about preparing themselves to fight for freedom, since
he so strongly believes that it is
not far, not distant.
The next speaker was Mrs.
Janice Jackson, the Coordinator of
Special Student Services, who was
recently given the position as the
Convenor of Concern Black Personal. She spoke about Barbara
Ann Tuffel, a former student at
Kean College who died during her
senior year. Miss Tuffel's name
will never die, since a scholarship
was named after her, called the
Tuffel Scholarship. She also spoke
about eh Concerned Black Persoonel on campus who are always
willing to assist the students.
Miss Jackson ended her speech
by telling the audience that we
are each others business,
magnitude and bond.
The third speaker was Mr. Chris
Cottle who was the recipient of
the Barbara Ann Tuffel Scholarship award in 1977, and is the
Associate Director of Student Life.
Mr. Cottle wanted to stress two
points to the audience and they
were for the students at Kean College to push on and continue to
strive.
Our fourth speaker was Dr.
Vera Farris, who's topic of discussion was Why you count. Dr. Farris stressed three points at the Session, those points were: Articulation - It's time to speak out and
speak well for yourself. As you
move further keep a consta~t
check on how you communicate.
Be open minded and observant.
She believes the price of hating

'Annie' Set For
New Jersey
" The movie, ANNIE, scheduled to film ·at Monmouth College
in Long Branch, New Jersey for
approximately 7 weeks beginning
May 4th, marks a significant step
in New Jersey's progress as a major sit for on-location filming," announced Michele Kuhar, recently-appointed Executive Director
of the New Jersey Motion Picture
and Television Commission.
Annie, to be based on the current_ long- running Broadway
musical, will be made by Ra.star .
Productions for Columbia Pictures relea se, with Ray Stark producing and John Huston directing. The film will star Carol
Burnett, Albert Finney, Tim Curry
(currently appearing on Broadway
in the acclaimed Amadeus), Bernadette Peters and nine-yea r-old
Aileen Quinn as Annie.
Woodrow Wilson Hall, a landmark site and currently Monmouth College's administration
center, will be used as Daddy
Warbuck' Fifth Ayenue residential mansion .
Among the major motion pictures the N .J. Film Commission
recently attracted to the Garden
State are Woody"Allen's Stardust
Memories, John Cassavetes '
Gloria, and the upcoming Neil
Simon comedy/drama, Only
When I Laugh.

any other human being is lovin 6
yourself less. Have respect and
honor, because, once you have
achieved something it is yours.
That is why you count.
Other speakers included Janice
Murry, who is the Assistant Dean
of Students, Jerry Bario~ and
Elean Carrington.
Lastly, let us not forget Jeffrey
Kearny, who is the president of
B.S.U. Mr. Kearny stressed one
main point to the audience. That
being to learn to do for yourself.
The prominent message to the
audience was struggle, endure
and never step back - never be
afraid because Black students
should always aim v~ry high!

Madison Is Site
FQr ,Upcoming
Motion Pictures
Areas of Madison, New Jersey
are currently being . used as location sites for two major motion
pictures, Rich and Famous and
So Fine, announced Michele
Kuhar, Executive Director .of the
New Jersey Motion Picture and
Television Commission .
MGM' s Rich and Famous,
which stars Jacqueline Bisset and
Candice Bergen and features Dick
Cavett, filmed January (30) at the
Madison Train Station which was
dressed in 950's period . George
Cukor is directing the drama for
producer William Allyn .
Warner Bros. So fine, starring
Ryan O ' Neal is scheduled · to
begin shooting in Madison on
February 17th for 5 days. Michael
Lobell is producing the corned)'
which Andrew Bergman is directing from his own screenplay.
These two productions launch
the 1981 filming activities in the
Garden State and will be followed
by Ra.star Productions film version
of Annie, to be shot in Long
Branch, beginning May 4th on a
7-week schedule .

· If you have had
any problems with
the Franklin State
Bank on campus
and would like to
talk about it, contact the Editor the
Indy.

MAGAZINE
(Continued from page 12)
composed mainly or non
Americans who knock this country (i.e. Fleetwood Mac), or movi~
stars who side with the enemy in
wartime and act as if it was a
forgotten matter, or watching the
media make a mockery of this
country, by making moral problems such as drugs and incest,
laughing matters. On the whole,
this magazine is a welcome relief
from all this "wholesome" trash
which knocks this land and its
laws. The 'best thing Soldier of
Fortune has done was to clean up
the image of our military which
has taken a great beating from
such shows as M*A*S*H.
I know now this country is in
bad shape when people who are
Loyal, Patriotic, and Morally
upstanding
are
called
"WHACKOS", think about it.
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To the E.O. Unemployment Office,
Thanks so much for giving me money for doing
nothing. The beers are
good.
Truly,
137-58-6410
Juan,
JA CIE KOCHAM!
/
Bozena

To All Pi Brothers,
Happy Valentine's
Day. Love you all. (Except Perch)
Susan
Norman,
Happy Valentine's
Day. Love ya.
Bomb Iran
Big Guy,
I love Rock & Roll
.Trivia.
Happy
Valentine's Day.

Cuddles,
I love your silk pantiest.
the lace on your panties,
s
and the way they cling to
your soft luscious skin. ' Angus,
The panties are great, but
Can I be a Pi Brother
I love you more.
too? Love the way you do
Tweakers the things you do. Happy
Valentine's Day.
Dear Honey,
Susan
_K issy-Kissy and I
LOVE YOU forever and a Joanne,
day!
Zeto here had a better
Yours for keeps, sister. Happy Valentine's
Bunny Day.
Guess Who
Angel and Tara,
Happy Valentines Flake,
Happy Valen'tine 's
maybe we can look into
some possibilities for a Day. Hope you have a
snap, crackle and popping
graduation party? .
The Main Man time.
Lotsa Love,
Crispy
Caro~
Happy Valentine's
Day. Since I don't get Eric,
Don't ever forget your
mushy, it's been a
pleasure; how are the true love. Let her know
you'll always be there for
Mets doing?
The Main Man her. (Even though it's not
me). Happy Valentine's
Day.
Lenny,
Sue
Thanks for taking all
our garbage. You 're the
To Karen, Alice, Sharon,
best printer in the world.
Indy Girls etc.,
See you in the Pub!
Love,
Jim,
Mikey
Happy Valentine's
Day. You have definitely
Michae~
won my heart.
Underneath that joker
Love,
I'll never screw you is a very deep person. I
hope I'll get to know him.
Keep on surfing.
Richie,
Happy Valentine's Day
1 love you more than I
can say. Please don't ever
Susan
leave me.
Love Always, Sunshine,
Sue
Happy Valentine's
P.S. Happy Valentine's.. Day.
Day
Lot_s of Love, Me
Perch,
Happy Valentine's Day Shmegmo,
Happy Valentine's
you shmuck.
Guess Who Day. See you in the Indy.
Shme__ghig)'
John,
Have a good one. Hap- ENC,
py Valentine's Day.
With you I'm not shy to
Mary Ellen show the way I feeL
Guess Who

J.A.K.,
Jim, Chris, Bruce,
Bru,
The three greatest guys
Just stuck this in to see
And I tell you who easy
at the Indy. Thanks for all if you read trivial it feels to be with you
your support and en- nonsense. Smile so I'll -how right your arms feel
know.
couragement.
round me!
Happy Valentine's Day
Love & Kisses,
Your little imp
A Across The Cove
Sue
Bruce,
To Joanne & Mary Ellen, Chris,
Love is the most
You are as warm as a precious gift I have. That
I'll buy the first pitcher
next Monday. Me and teddy bear. Thanx for all is why I am sharing it
J.B. really did go to the your help.
with someone special
same high schooL Happy
Susan
Jeanne Marie
Val's Day.
Love, John,
Greg,
Happy Valentine's Day
Mike
Keeping me warm on
to the only guy I know cold winter's nights, even
Bryan,
who's
better than from afar;
Thanks for the coffee. everyone else.
Love Always,
Happy Valentine's Day.
Sue
Ariele
Love,
Sue Bruce,
John,
Thanx for all your silent
You are my Valentine
All you foxy guys at the support. Even though not just on Valentine's
Indy,
you never say much I can Day, but always.
Love ya all. Happy fee your encouraging
I love you,
presence.
Valentine's Day.
Barb
Sue
Susan
P.S. Happy Valentine's To the best apartmentDay
mates there are,
Hope your litte girl is
Kim and Daphine.
welL Love ya. 6040 odd 's.
From Jeanne and Pam
Barbara,
Happy Valentine's Day.
You still owe me for the
Keep Wel~
Dear Cath~
Susan phone bill.
I'm glad I finally got off
You Know._ Who
my
horse to talk to you
Daddy,
this
semester. No matter
I can !.t find a better way Jim,
ibhat
you think, you 're
Thanx for_all your conto say, so I'll say it the on·
still
cute.
ly way I know how. I fidence in me. Happy
., Love,
Valentine's Day.
Love You.
---- Mike
Susan
Pretty Girl

.

Fish,
To the Females of
No my couch is not Feature,
free!
Not only are you terrific
writers to have on the
VALENTINE,
staff, but you 're also pretEveryone I love, peace ty pleasant to look at.
and understanding. HapLove,
py 1st, lil' sweetheart
Christopher,
Mike
Red sweat pants aren't baby Justin. Also, Eddie,
I love you as all the
the only thing I love.
To the S.T.M staff,
Squirrell others.
If you keep up the work
Love,
Adriene that has been present
Bob(Ted) 0 'Connor,
hitherto, I may never be
Happy Valentine's Michae~
able to write a bad review.
Day.
Are you going to ever Thanks for the letter Liz.
Love,
Love ya, come to layouts. We miss
Mike
Sue· you Monday nights?

Mike,
We've had lots of great
times and I love you for
it.
Happy Valentine's Day,
Mary Ellen

Dave,
I.D.U.U.
B .I.T. Y.C.
Happy Valentine's Day.
P.S. I. C. W. T.F. U.L. T.R.

s

To Alfred, Joey, Phi~
Mike and Ed,
Happy Valentine's Day
to my favorite guys. My
love goes with you
wherever you go.
Your sister,
Susan

Steve,
I'll by Miller beer Perch,
I love you. I see you in
forever. Will you marry
the
Indy every day, but
me? Happy Valentine's
you
don't ever notice me,
Day._
or
the
love I have for you.
Love ya,
Happy
Valentine's Day,
Sue
No -Name
Mike, Margaret and the Rich,
rest of the super feature
I love you. Take care of
staff,
your pet screw, you might
Thanks and Happy need it sometime.
Valentine's Day.
My Love Always,
Jeanne
Susan
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.Roxy,
Ann and Rich,
I've had a small portion
May your hearts
of
Roxanny Pie. I'd like a
always be filled with--Zove
bigger
slice, please. It
and happiness and our
was
delicious!
What? No
friendship be forever!
more?
But
I...I
need... !...
Love,
aaaaaugh
...
I'm
gonna
Elaine
crash! Take me! I I
·Love,
George
To all the beautiful ladies,
Happy Valentine's Day
Walt,
from Bowzak Inc.
The last three years
From Chairman of the
Board & Captain Bowzak were fun as hell! Let's
have lots more.
Love,
Dear Sue,
Mary Ann
" I ain't here -on
business, I'm only here
for fun. " You 're a person Walt,
You make every day of
who makes the stay here
both fun and worthwhile. my life beautiful. What
However "fun" has to more can I say?
Yours always,
end sometime.
Mary Ann
Love,
"Bruce"
The Belmar Beauties
wish all their friends
Fag,
Without an occasional "The Best" Valentine's .
tear what value would a Day with the babies they
smile have? You rate up love - Marie, Diane, Fran.
there with Archie. I think Robin, Cosmo, Judy,
Louise.
you 're terrific.
Snail
To Debbie,
Thanks for making ·me
Linda,
For such a small person the happiest guy in the
you are full of tons of hap- world,, I'll love you
piness.
always.
From your fiance,
Jeanne
Manny
MD,
I love you. You and me Dear Steve,
I wanna give you a
together forever.
L.J. great, big bear hugI
Love,
"Teddy"
Caro Gino,
_
Io t'amo sempre per tutDear Steve V.,
ta mia vita.
Happy Valentine's
Sempre,
Lori I.Jay. Love your two
favorite student workers.
"Sisters, Sisters "
Dearest Gino,
Because you are sooo:
special, goodlooking, Cindy,
· Happ y Valentine's
cute, innocent, loyal,
trustworthy, hard work- Day. I love you always.
Love,
ing, honest, sexy, lovable
and never tired, Will you
John
be my Valentine?
Love you, M.Y.,
Lori
Valentine's · Day is for
sweethearts and lovers,
To my Tweakers,
this day was made for
Happy Valentine's you.
Love,
Day! I love y ou!
Love,
Rich
Your Cuddles
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Carole,
.
My paradise has been
painted only if you will
step into it and join me.
·
Love,
Chris

To All Phi Brothers,
Let's have a sandwich
on Phi bread. Happy
Valentine's Day.
Love you al~
The Marching Jug Band

To ALL girls at Kean, _
Here's hoping you 're
Valentine's Day brings
you many happy and fond
memories.
Love,
Bob "Ted" O'Connor

Scott,
I still say you look
Italian. Hope y ou pass
the test, Psyche.
Happy Valentine 's Day,
Me

Dearest Donna,
I love you with all my
heart. You are everything
to me; my mind, body,
and soul You are my life.
And I'll be yours forever.
Love,
Scott
Ted,
"Now that I've found a
friend and a lover, God
bless the day I discovered
you ... " Thanks for
everything, babe, I love
you.
Always,
Monica
To Robyn, Bob O', Tom
K, and all at WKNJ,
Lot's of Love on "Love
Day."
Always,
Hilde K.

Jeff,
You have the most intense eyes I have ever
seen.
Happy Valentine's
S.MK.
Richie,
Don't ever leave me. I'd
be lost without you. Who
would buy me cigarettes?
I love you. Happy Valentine's Day.
Susan
Jeanne,
You 're the best friend I
have. You 're II 1.
Linda
To Everybody at the Indy,
You 're the best!!
The Mouse

Dear Jeanne,
When words fai~ I offer
my presence. When I'm
not there my love remains. Happy Birthday &
Valentine's Day.
Love,
Bruce
S wordfish,
You are a true friend,
valued partner, and absolutely essential to a
good time. Looking forward to more.
Thanx Pall
Fred Smith
Mary Ellen,
I'll watch you dance
any day!
Fred Smith
Ann Marie,
May you fall from the
stars, may you fall from a
tree, but you won't get
hurt if you fall in love
with me!
Love,
Jim
Col Klink & Sgt. Shultz,
Good job lads! Maybe
we'll name a Hoover after
you!
Col Hogan

Susan,
You 're great at what
Jim,
you do - but I never exCan I pledge Nu Delta ·pected to get screwed.
Pi?
Me
To the Indy Staff,
Guess Who?
Happy "V" Day from
Snuddles,
your· outspoken but lov- Steve,
Grains of sand and raining Managing Editor.
D 'ya think I'm sexy?
bows!
P.S. It's lonely at the top.
Love,
Affectionately, John,
Bee
Dee
Chris
I got the story!!
Love, To the Indy "girls':
Mary,
Your # 1 Reporter
Thanks for a great time.
Happy Valentine's
Love,
Day. I'll soon join you in To the sexy Brothers of
RayM
the pasture.
Nu Delta Pi,
Love, I love you!!
Dear Karen,
Chris
?
The best Valentine's
day is today, because
To Maryann From: Walt Dear "Shadow•:
we 're together again.
Roses are Red, Violets
You 're still# 1.
Love,
are Blue, If I can'( have
Love,
Jorge
ya, No one else will do!
"Teddy Bear"
Love
Always
and
Dear Laura,
Forever.
Dear Bruce,
My wish at this time is
Thanks for being my that our love will always
To 612 Burch,
friend.
shine, forever. lfappy
Guys, have a good one
Love, Valentine's Day.
and Happy V.D.
Linda
Love Always,
Love ya,
Joe
s. ForJ.R.,
P.S. Goodnight Sweety!
Since Valentine's Day
Sonia,
Sweetheart?
has been our special day John, ·
Thank you for not
Without you, there is
As we stand upon the for 6 years, I just wanted
Happy Valentine's
feeding us to the wolves. no me. For you are half of ledges of our lives, it's to say that it'll never
The Dog House was more me, the better half, I am either
sadness
or change, even though Day. Thanks for being the
fun than swimming. Hap- you and you are me euplwria. Happy Valen- we 're making it legal in very special person you
are. I love you always.
py Probation! Wala.
together we are one.
tine's Day.
June.
Love,
Love,
All Our Love,
Love Always,
Love,
Cindy
xxxxx
The Three Stooges
Mor
K.
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Notices• ·N otices• Notices • Notices • Notices • Notices • ·
The Freshmen Class is sponsoring a Bus Trip To

'' A CHORUS LINE''
March 4, 1981 at 8:00 P.M.
Tickets will be available to
FRESHMEN STUDENTS ONLY
February 11th and 12th for the price of $5.00 including the
bus, in the Student Activities Office CC-143 between the
hours of 10:00 and 4:30.
S.A, Y. (Student Assisting You)

Lois Richardson, Director
Student Activities Building
527-2082

The S.A. Y. Program is designed to provide maximum support services to students and to facilitate interpersonal communication among members of the college community. It is
based on the idea that students can help other students in a
variety of ways and can become active .contributors to the
college community. S.A.Y. student.a can work in academic
departments as -peer counselors and advisors or can offer
trained services in a number of -departments and offices,
S.A.Y. is open to any interested student who demonstrates
sincere motivation and commitment. To join, contact Lois
Richardson or your department chairperson.

Additional tickets May Be available starting February 13th
until February 17th at the price of $8.00 for all students with
a Kean College Student I.D.
The American Marketing Association invites all students to join us
for our Spring Semester Org. Meeting. We are looking forward to an exciting semester, and always welcome new ideas. Expand your Kean experience through involvement. The meeting will be held on Tuesday,
Feb. 17 from 1:30 to 3 P.M. (college hour) in Room 400 Willis Hall.

\

THE ACCOUNTING SOCIETY
SEEKS NEW MEMBERS
The Accounting Society is an organization that attempts
to broaden their members education by inviting speakers to
address them on current topics in accounting, arranging
tours to various companies in the area, and holding social
events.
If you are a Management Science major.who is interested
in accounting, then you should complete the following form
so we can send you additional information on our group.

Name
Address--'------------------Major _______________________
Graduation Date __________________
Please return this form to:
The Accounting Society, Management Science Office, Willis 405

If you are interested in outdoor activities, look at what the Outing Club
has planned for the Spring semester.
Camping - Canoeing - Skiing (Downhill
& Cross Country) - Back Packing Hiking - Horseback Riding plus many others
If you are interested in the above or
any other activities, come to the
Outing Club Meeting on Tuesday, at
College Hour at 1:40 in J-132 and bring
your ideas.
ALL ARE WELCOME
For further information call Doug
527-2866 or Lori 751-0297.

For Accounting ,Students
and T.A.S.I. Volunteers
Step-by-step instructions on filling out
Form 1040 (forms supplied).
Tuesday, February 17, 1981
at 1:40 P.M.

THE ACCOUNTING SOCIETY

OUTING CLUB.

CRASH COURSE IN
TAX PREPARATION

Willis 100
Further information, contact
Prof. Elakman
at 527-2238

The Box Office re-opened for Spring, 1981 on January 26th.
Regular Box Office hours are:
Monday thru Thursday 12:00 - 8:00 P .M.
Fridays 12:00 - 4:00 P.M.
- Also one hour prior to events requiring tickets.
Please take note some of the services provided
by the Box Office
• Ordering and picking up tickets
• Ticket sales and distribution
• Distribution of brochures and event information
• Daily accounts of all ticekt transactions
In addition, having set hours and being ideally located on campus at the
Wilkins Theatre, the box office conveniently serves the students, faculty and staff; and public.
For more information, call 527-2337.
Thank You.
Theresa Hourihan, Box Office Manager
P.S. Please be sure to include us in all of your mailings about events.
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Notices• Notices• Notices • Notices • Notices • Notices •

Attention

COUNSELING CENTER

Freshman & Sophomore
Students
There will be a coordination
meeting for the upcoming

ANYTHING GOES.
Act i v ·i t y
sponsored by the joint effort
of both classes on
FEB. 17th, 1981
Front Loung~ Student Center
All interested persons are
encouraged to attend

1:40

Bookstore Building SA 126
· Discover yourself, deal
with problems and learn
to cope.
All information is confidential - no written records of interviews are kept. You can come to the Center to take advantage of ·o ur numerous services or just when you need to talk
to someone for any reason.
For more information or to make an appointment, drop in or
call: 527-2082/2083.

iSGOINGON...

On Wednesday, February 18, 1981,
Student Activities will present

BENNETT SCHER
rhythm guitarist,
songwl'iter and vocalist.
He will be performing original material
ranging from rock n' roll to ballads.
Come and take a lunch break
and enjoy in .Sloan Lounge
from 12:15 to 1:30 p.m.

Each month, from October through May, companies,
government agencies, and graduate schools will send company representatives to Kean College campus to interview
interested sniors. Students should·contact the Career Planning and Placement Office in advance if they wish to participate in our recruitment program.
The following is the schedule for February:
Date
Company
Major
2/17/81
2/20/81
2/24/81
2/25/81
2/26/81
2/26/81

National Park Service Undergraduate-All
Majors
Computer Science
P. S.E. &G.
Directions Unlimited All Majors
Computer Science
Rapidata
Computer Science,
Burroughs
Management Science
All Majors
A&S

Classifieds
HELP WANTED:
Secretary; Girl/Man Friday
for Philatelic Mail-Order
Business. Part-time employment; Flexible hours; Typing
essential: Dictation helpful,
must be intelligent. Trust•
worthy. Will train in stamp·
collecting theory too. We are
placed in private residence near
campus, transportation provided. PAY GENEROUS. Call Mr.
Orgel 354-6217 anytime for interview appt.

Help Wanted:
Colpitts
Travel/Dedham is seeking
students to work as campus
representatives . Benefits in•
clude free travel and monetary
remuneration. For further info
call Pat Antonellis @
617-326-7800 (9-5) or 617-327-1687
(after 6).

FOR ADVERTISING
Call the INDY
355-0174
WANTED, MUSICIANS
For
"The Caucasian Chalk Circle"
Needed: Percussion instrumen•
talists to perform within the
Company. For more informa•
tion please Phone 527-2349.
HELP WANTED:
Secretary; Girl/Man Friday
Kent Optical Co., 615 Kent Pl.,
Linden, N.J. 07036
Call Barry Grossman 486-2940
during business hours for inter·
view appt. Typing essential, die·
tation 'helpful. Fair pay.

Thursday, Feb; uary 12, 1981
9:25 a.m.
Black Student Union Steel Drum Band
1:00 • 2:00 p.m.
Tai Chi Chuan
4:00 · 7:00 p.m.
" ROOTS" Film
7:00 • 11:00 p.m.
Black Student Union Rehearsal
7:40 • 11:00 p.m.
Alpha Theta Pi Sorority
8:00 • 1:00 a.m.
Cuban Committee Dance
Friday, February 13, 1981
10:30 - 11:30 a.m.
Ballroom Dancing
1:40 p.m.
Brothers of KC
2:00 · 4:00 p.m.
PROUD
6:00 • 11:00 p.m.
Evening Student Council
7:30 - 2:00 a.m.
Black Student Union Fashion Show Disco
Saturday, February 14, 1981
6:00 • 12:00 midnight
IFCM - St. Valentines Day Gospel Jamboree
Admission $2.00
8:00 • 2:00 a.m.
Omega Psi Phi
9:00 • 2:00 a.m.
Brothers of KC Disco
Cafeteria
Sunday, February 15, 1981
12:00 • 1:30 p.m.
Mass
4:00 • 10:00 p.m.
Lambda Theta Alpha
6:00 • l'0:00 p.m.
Swing Phi Swing
7:30 p.m.
·
CCB Film: " A Little Romance" 25¢ admission
Monday, February 16, 1981
7:00 • 8:00 p.m.
.Evening Student Council

8:15 p.m.

Jazz Series presents: Bobbi Humphrey Free tickets
required

Tuesday, February 17, 1981
8:00 a .m. • 9:00 p.m.
Senior Portraits
10:50 • 12:05 p.m.
Black Student Union Operation Link
1:30 • 3:00 p.m.
Hotline Meeting
1:40 p.m.
Freshmen/Sophomore Class Meeting
1:40 • 2:55 p.m.
Black History Month• Operation Push Lecture
"
PROUD
Brothers of KC
Machinery Comp.
Grub Street Writer
School of Ed. Curriculum Committee
FASA
International Students Association
Biology
EEO
EEO
Lambda Theta Alpha
Tax Aid Service, Inc.
Co-Curricular Program Board presents: Francoise
Grossen • Fiber Artist
Black Student Union Film: " Roots"
4:00 · 7:00 p.m.
7:00 • 9:00 p.m.
.Black Student Union Survival Seminar
7:00 • 11:00 p.m.
Lambda Theta Phi
7:40 • 10:10 p.m.
Rho Theta Tau
"
Alpha Kappa Psi
Nu Delta Pi
Delt a Sigma Pi
Sigma Beta Chi
Zeta Delta Phi
Lambda ·Chi Rho
Wednesday, February 18, 1981
8:00 a.m. • 9:00 p.m.
Memorabilia
12:00 · 5:00 p.m.
Afro American Womens Forum
12:00 - 2:00 p.m.
Woman Talk - " ERA - Where Do We Go From Here"
12:30 - 2:30 p.m.
Midday Program • Singer Guitarist • Bennet Scher
4:00 · 7:00 p.m.
Black Student Union Film: " ROOTS"
5:00 · 7:00 p.m.
PROUD Dance Rehearsal
7:30 • 11:00 p.m.
Human Sexuality Assertiveness Training• Dr. Gwendolyn Goldsby Grant
7:40 - 10:00 p.m.
Alpha Kappa Psi

Sloan Lounge
Whiteman Center
Little Theatre
Dining Room I II
Whiteman Center
Grill Room
Whiteman Center
Browsing Room
Whiteman Center
Meeting Room A
College Center
Cafeteria
Dining Room II & III
Browsing Room
College Center
Whiteman Center
Meeting Room A
Meeting Room B
Wilkins Theatre
Hutchinson, Bruce &
Townsend Lobbies
Wilkins Theatre
Cloakroom
J -100
Alumni Lounge
Front Lounge
Little Theatre
Grill Room
Browsing Room
CSS,104
Dougall Hall 203
H-122
VE-112
J-102
B-109
T-116
T-210
W-201A
W-100
VE Lobby
Little Theatre
Browsing Room
Meeting Room A
B-224B
T-212
C-218
CSN-104
VE-112
Whiteman Center
T-115
Cloakroom
Browsing Room
Alumni Lounge
Sloan Lounge
Little Theatre
Whiteman Center
J-100
J-136
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WKNJ 'SPORTS

Kean College Hockey
GOES BIGTIME!

b y J.W. Boof
Cont rary t o popular belief,
there is another campu s organization that covers sports here at
Kean .
WKNJ , the rad io station, and
thei r director Jim Allison brings
you 6 basketball games and a
weekly sports show, Crank It' Up.
Crank It Up, heard every
Wednesday from 2 to 3 p.rri .,
reviews the week in sports, w ith
an in-depth analysis. It also gives a
preview of the week ahead in
sports with host Carlo Briffa, Gene
Kelly, and Bryan Davis.
The final broadcast for mens'
basketball wi ll be presented in the
next two · w eeks. They wi ll have
the women on the 12th of
February, against Montclair State
and o n the 21st agai nst Temple.
The men will be on t he 13th
against Jersey City State, and on
the 16th against Upsala.
Allison, who also expanded his
sports spots, going from 2 to 4
spots a day. The spots which now
ru n from 11 a.m., 3, 7 and 11
p.m., feature run downs and wrap
ups on the day' s action in sports.
Allison says that he is very exci ted and glad because "We
never had anything and hopefully
we can have more for the future."
And for the future Allison wants
an increased staff so he can go out
into the high schools and then he
wants to broadcast football and
baseball.
So, if you enjoy sports and want
to be in the radio station, see Jim
Allison at WKNJ, in Dougall Hall.
And like Jim says, "sports carries
t he station."

KEAN

vs.
STONYBROOK

NASSAU
COLISEUM
Tuesday Feb. 17th 3:30 p.m.
Bus Available - For Info contact
Tom O'DonneU
Hotline Office 289-2190

Shorts in Sports
by Joe Pietanza
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Follow Kean Sports on WKNJ 90.5 FM.

MEETING
FOR
ALL WRITERS
IN INDY (CC 119)
ON TUESDAY
FEBRUARY 17
AT 1:40
(COLLEGE HOUR)
t

HOSTS/HOSTESSES
Needed for weekend work only.
Car necessary
Call after 12:00 P.M.
379-6958
5½ hours work

$4.75/hour

Isn' t it strange how the Yankees
seem to be dealing w ith the
Oakla nd A's? As you know the A's
GM and ,field general is Billy Martin . He' s playing card s w ith his old
boss Goerge (The Jerk) Steinbrnner and Win'ning!
Steinbrenner has been trying to
deal with Martin for a righthanded
pitcher. He has been unsuccessful. Martin has taken two
quality (not great) players from
the Yankees in Brian Doyle and
Fred " The Chicken" Stanley. ,
Keep it up Billy!.:..
The Mets are still trying to make
a deal for that power hitter they so
desperately need . On Sunday,
then can make a trade w ith an AL
club and they have set their sights
on Angel firstbaseman Jason
Thompson. In return the Angel s
want (now that he is expected to
play to fu ll potential) John Stearns
and the young arm of pitcher
M ike Scott.
Thompson hit 21 homers and
knocked in 90 runs last yea r: The
Mets wil l make the dea l and it
seems lj)<e a good one. It's up to
the Angels .....
The Ra ngers are ri ding high
right now d uring th is all-star
break. Afte r a te rrible sta rt the
Rangers are cli mbing out of the
cellar of the Patrick Divisi on. They
trail 4th place Washington by 3
points. Let's go Rangers .....

All Candidates
For
The Golf Team
Contact
Terry Silvey at
527-2435 ,
Between
10 a.m.-3 p.m.

SPORTS TRIVIA
1. Name the best clutch hitter baseball has ever known?

1.pn~ aqe9

2. Who' s statisically the best pitcher with a weak hitting team ?
(~.JJ,V) J.JA'e.JS WOl
3.Name the best slugging team in baseball history?
saa)fUe,A Ll6l
4. Name the worst emotional loss a pitcher has ever suffered ?
·awe8
· a4i l50/ a4 '11-eq papad 10 s8u1uu1 zt 8u14::>)!d 1alje 'x1ppeH l.aAJ'eH
5. Name t he team that had the poorest record of any team that
ever won a pennant?
6. Name the slugger that has stru ck out more times than
anyone else in a season ?
.
saw11 Ml L 'spuoe l.qqoe
7. What wa s the last major college football team to go
undefeated, untied, and unscored upon in the regular season?
AJ/SJ.JA/Un .J)fna 6[6 l
8. Who was the last Giant quarterback to win a passing title?
lL6l 'peaus WJON
9. When Notre Dame beat UCLA to snap their 88 game winning streak what year was Adrai n Dantly in ?
uew4sa1::1
10. Who scored the winning basket in that game?
A'e/:) )I.J8/MQ
11. Has M innesota Fats ever won a World Pocket Billiards Title?
ON
12. How many New Jersey natives play for the Nets?
(sauo( 1e8p3 'uaJO')l,Q i!>t!W '!>fSU/W/J':) a)f/W) f

As a resu It of the survey of
Women Only Exercise/Weight
Room hours the Department of
Intramural ·Recreational Sports
has decided to keep all Exercise
/Weight Room hours co-ed.
Twenty-three responses were
received and the department
feels this is not enough interest
to warrant single-sex hours.

LACROSSE TEAM
MEETING
THURSDAY
FEBRUARY 12
AT 3:00
FOR ALL CANDIDATES
IN THE GYM
.

.

'

Dl'JISION OF INTRAMURAL SPORTS

DJ
.......

~ a~ ~ bt/1,J/!

m~~s

Part Time Hours - Good Pay
Five Player Basketball begins Feb. 17th and The
Department of Intramural-Recreational Sports is looking
for prospective basketball officials~ A training clinic will
be held Feb. 12th at 7:30 p.m. in D-125 D'Angola Gym.
If you are interested please sign up in D-114 D' Angola
Gym on or before Feb. 12th.
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SPORTS CLUBS

creation Round
Badminton
Thursdays with members of the
All bird watchers should sign up Dance Club. Mr. Chaison will be
in D-114 before February 20. Find . at the Sports Clubs meeting
Five-Player Basketball
a friend to bird watch with you
Five-Player Basketball will
February 17 to present details.
and register as a co-rec team .
begin February 16 with the opening tip off at 8:00 p.m . (Because of Singles are also welcome in a Karate
men' s and women's division.
a men's varsity game scheduled in
The Art of Self-Defense with
the main gym the Intramural conGary Alexander. Karate skill s are
always useful and training is
tests will be held in the auxiliary Co-Rec Two Player Basketball
Have you secured a b_
etter half? beneficial to you .
gym .)
This will be the first game of The· closing date is approaching
and all dynamic duo's must be Water Ballet
Round Robin play for the
entered before February 27. Stop
Monday-Wednesday league. The
Marcia Hamilton/Advisor will
in D-114, D' Angola Gym today.
assist you with ballet like
Tuesday-Thursday league will
movements in the water.
. make its' debut at 8:00 p.m. on
Intramural Artwork
.
February 17 in both the main and
The artwork seen in Recreation
auxiliary gyms.
Yoga
Roundup and displayed on the
Morals, Ethics, Posture, Breath
On opening nights the teams
Department of Intramural- Control, Meditation and much
will be expected to haye
Recreational Sports bu I leti n more with advisor Mike McHugh.
numbered t-shirts of the same color. Sneakers are required but ,boards is most recently the
black soled sneakers will not be outstanding work of Barbara Bike Packing
McGregor.
Rosemary Trovani/Advisor has
allowed.
In response to the ad published planned bike tune ups, safety inAs the season progresses and
in the February 5 edition of the formation, and scenic bike tours.
Round Robin play nears comple"Independent" The Department
tion, a Single Elimination Tournament will be drawn up with the of Intramural-Recreation Sports Power Lifting
Advisor Lee Rosentnal will
top teams from each division ad- would like to welcome Lisa Orsi
to the artist staff.
organize the first Power Lifting
vancing to the playoff rounds .
The winner of the men's single
Club at Kean College.
elimination tournament will have SPORTS CLUBS
the opportunity to compete fn an
Track and Field
Come cultivate your interests
Extramural Tournament sponTrack and Field is another new
sored by Budweiser. The Ex- an.d develop insight into new club getting off the ground this
tramural Tournament means the ways to constructively use your Spring. If you are interested come
leisure time through participation to D-125 at 1:40 on Tuesday,
winner of Kean College lnin Sports Clubs. The Department February 17.
tramurals will compete against the
intramural winners from other of Intramural-Recreational Sports
invites the college community toa
Ski
colleges.
ttend its Second Combined Sports
Ski Report: Coming Events Kean College has been selected
Sunday, February 15, the Departas one of the sites for the Clubs' Reorganizational Meeting.
ment of Intramural-Recreational
All Sports Clubs' advisors will
Bu·dweiser Extramural Tournament. Three of the first - five make a brief presentation of their Sports will sponsor a ski trip to
Hunter Mounain : Bus trip and ski
round s will be hosted at Kean Col- ,clubs activities and objectives. At
lift only $14.00.
lege. More information will be this meeting you will become acTuesday, February 1-7 at 1:40 in
available as the tournament date quainted with all of the Sports
D-127, D' Angola Gym, the Ski
Clubs which operate in the Spring
draws nearer.
semester. Advisors who offer a Club advisor, Ron Donahue will
progressive skill training club will show a film entitled " Killington
Racquetball
/
The Department of Intramural- elaborate on the methods of in- W inter .Holidays." Ron will also
present information at the Sports
Recreational Sports is very pleas- struction used . All advisors will be
ed with the tremendous response available to answer your ques- Clubs Meeting at 1:40, February
17 in D-125, D-Angola Gym . New
tions.
to the Intramural · Racquetball
All Sports Clubs are available to Members are always welcome.
debut.
Sunday, February 22, the Ski
Thirty-five energetic racketeers the college community and are
have entered in the three divi- co-ed unless otherwise specified. Club will travel to Hunter Moun-·
The Sports Clubs that will be tain. Bus trip and lift ticket are onsions. All matches will be played
represented are: Women's Slim- ly $14.00.
at the Court House Racquetball
Ron manages a Ski Club table
nastics, Scuba, Yoga, Karate, Ski,
Club.
Dance, Bike Packing, Water ln the Student Center just outside
the cafeteria. Table hours are
Ballet, and two new additions Basketball Officials Clinic
10:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. , Monday Power Lifting and Track and Field.
An Intramural Basketball OfThursday. Sign ups will be taken
ficials <;:linic, to be attended by all
Reorganizational Meeting • at the table or any of fhe meetings
prospective Intramural Basketball
listed above.
officials, will be conducted Tuesday, February 17 at 1:40 in
Ski trips have been filling quicktonight by Steve Cohen, Director Room D-125, D' Angola Gym .
The Department of Intramural- ly so sign up early to assure
of Intramural-Recreational Sports.
Recreational Sports encourages yourself a seat on the bus.
Cohen is currently very active in
the Women's Collegiate basket- ,those members of Kean College
INFORMAL ·RECREATION
ball officials circuit and has most witha particular area of expertise
recently been selected to officiate to consider sharing their talent
POWER FAILURE IN THE POOL
the Women' s Di.vison I playoff with the college community by
NO! MIDNIGHT SWIM!!
games for the regional tourna- advising/instructing a Sports Club.
Interested persons should contact
The Department of Intramuralment.
Recreational Sports offers "MidThe clinic will begin tonight in . Cindy at ext. 2250.
night Swim." This is the last evenroom D-125 at 7:30 p.m. sharp.
ing hour of the Informal Recrearntramural responsibilities and Women's Slimnastics
Shape up for the summer by ti ona I Swim on Tuesdays ,
rule interpretation will be first on
Cohen's agenda. The clinic will joining Darlene Duh in stretching Wednesdays, Thursdays and
then move to the auxiliary gym for and toning excercises. Women's- Fridays from 9:00 to 10:00 p'.m .
discussion and demonstration of Slimnastics will be offered ina The deck lights are dimmed and
proper floor positioning and good Monday-Wednesday evening soft music is played . What a terclass and a Monday-Thursday rific way to unwind from a hectic
mechanics.
day!!
Upon conclusion of the clinic afternoon session·.
Cohen will be available for further
¢PLEASE NOTE: The DepartScuba
questions or explanations.
ment of Athletics has reserved
Plunge into the depths of Kean
College pool with Alex Bittman . hours in the exercise room . The
COMING UP....
the club meets during college exercise room will be closed for _
Informal Recreation 3:30 - 5:00
hour and is free to all interested
Basketball Freethrow
p.m., Monday-Thursday.
Step up to the line and hit us participants. No fees will be
with your best shot. The Basket- assessed for equipment or instrucThere will be no Informal
ball Freethrow Contest will be tion.
Recreation on Thursdays 12: 15
held February 24 in the Main
-1:30 p.m. due to a class being
Gym during college hour . Dance
Advisor William Chaison has scheduled in the auxiliary gymRegistration will take place at the
bee meeting Tuesdays and
nasium.
gym at 1:40 on the 24th.

Re-Organizational Meeting
Feb. 17
1 :40 - 2:55
(College Hour)

INTRAMURAL SPORTS

Iii

Spring 1981 Sports Clubs
Ski Club
Dance Club
Power Lift
Track & Field
Slimnastics

Yoga Club
Water Ballet
Scuba Club
Karate Club
Bike Packing

*ALL ADVISORS WILL BE PRESENT
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Entry Deadline
Feb. 20
Entry Deadline
Feb. 24th
1 :40 Main Gym
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McGREGOR SHATTERS RECORD
by Barbara Heiser

Photo by Jane Malt,z

Kean Soccer Team that was 2nd in a tournament at Middlesex.:,.

Kean Indoor Soccer
by Steve Zungul
For tne past 2 weekends the
Kean College Soccer team was
participating in the Greater New
Jersey Indoor Soccer Tournament
held at Middlesex County Col•
lege.
The first weekend of the tournament was the preliminary round,
in whirh. th~ 5-::; :.::res f-a~~d
1im'cer, Scranton and Montclair.
Defeating all three and advancing
to the following weekend. Key
players in the wins, were Richard
Searchwell, Joe Petrucelli ,
Richard Salmon, Micky Hunt,
George Harri s, Dave Leech ,
Carlos Salazar, and goal keeper
Mark Hamulak.
The Squires then returned to
Middlesex as the third total point
getter behind Rutgers and
Metuchen-Edison . The Squires
were scheduled to face St.
Joseph's of Pennsylvania, but St.
Joseph's failed to return which
enabled the Squires to advance to
the semi-finals against defending
Champions of the Tournament,
N.J.I .T.
The Squires quickly established
a 3-1 lead on goals by Leech,

Searchwell, and Salmon only to
see N .J.1.T. tie it up at 3-3.
But Kean came storming back
with goals by Petrucelli, Leech,
and Searchwell to ice the game
and advance to the finals against
Rutgers.
·
Against Rutgers, Kean seemed
to take command early as they
_j.urTl))ed out to ? 1-0 lead on goals
by Salmon. But mistakes cost
Kean and enabled Rutgers to even
the score at 2-2 to end the half. At
the beginning of the second half it
was all Rutgers. The Knights
jumped out to a 5-2 lead on three
quick goals. But the Squires continued to fight back pulling within
one on goals by Salmon, his third
of the game, and Searchwell . The
2 teams were battling at 5-4 until a
costly penalty against Salmon
gave Rutgers a man advantage
with 2:00 minutes remaining.
Rutgers was quick to capitalize
and iced the game at 6-4.
Aside from the second place
trophy, Mark Hamulak was
awarded the outstanding goal
keeper aw:\rd. This weekend
Kean will be at the Maris! Tournament, bring home a winner.

Sports Of All Sorts
.

by Joe Pietanza
and Bryan Davis

The Nets (A Bomb)
The New Jersey_ Nets could
have one of the better teams in
the NBA right now. Instead they
are one of the weaker teams in
the league. This is due to former
owner Roy Boe, former coach
Kevin Loughery, and now present
owner Joe Taub.

A few years back, when some of
the old .A.BA merged with the
NBA, the Nets had to pay a high
price to enter the league. Owner
Boe had to sell most of the team
to stay in the league because he
could not afford to pay the entrance fee. Imagine a team with
Billy Paulitz at center, " Dr. J"
and Larry Kenon at the forwards.
and Brian Taylor and " Super"
John Williamson at the guards.
That is the team they had. The
Nets have now lost everyone of
those players, and since then they
have not even remained · respectable. But the painful part of it is
that th~y could have.
Boe eventually sold the team to
a group headed by Joe Taub.
When Taub took over, the Net~
had players like George Johnson,
and Rich Kelly at the centers,
Benard King and Jan Van Bredda
Koff at the forwards, and John
Williamson and Eddie Jordan at
the guards. The only one left from
that group is "VBK".

The Nets have now lost two of
their starting teams. They are now
left with Mike Gminski, Edgar
Jones, and Bob Elliot at the
c;enters, Maurice Lucas, Cliff
Robinson , and " VBA" at the forwards and Mike Newlin, Foots
Walker, Lowes Moore, and Darwin Cooke at the · guards. The
team they have now is really the
pits, in plain english .
They should have never lost
many of the players they have.
Kevin Loughery was working hard
and was also losing him mind trying to coach this team but he too
is at fault. First he let Calvin Natt
be traded away for Maurice Lucas
and a #1 dr.aft choice. Lucas has
not been healthy since becoming
a Net while Natt could be a star, if
he was with a better team than
Portland. Then , at the beginning
of this season, the Nets let Eddie
Jordan go in favor of Foots
Walker. Walker also has been
hurt more than he has been playing. Jordan, meanwhile, is leading
the Lakers to another championship.
We could go on and on,
because the way the Nets are going the new Meadowlands arena
will have more fans for the new
hockey team -than for the basketball team . It seems the Nets will
be building and rebuilding forever
like another team from New
Jersey, (or is it New York, they
play in New Jersey don't they?)
the Giants.

On Wednesday, January 28, the
Kean Swim Team travelled to St.
John's University. Although the
Squirettes lost 82-55, Senior Captain Barbara McGregor broke her
own s<;hool records in both the
100 yard and the 200 yard
freestyles. Barbara shaved one second off of each time and erased
the old marks.
Diver Karen Scourzo al;o set a
new record in the requ ired Dive
event with a score of 124 points, ·
erasing her old record of 115
points.
In the 100 yard Breastroke, the
trio of Carol Ziarkowski, Judi
McKeown, and Kristine Koehler,
went on to sweep the event 1, 2,
and 3 respectably.
On Friday, January 30, Kean' s
Men's and Women's teams lost to
Monmouth . The women lost by
some tough breaks by a score of
73-67. Some outsta nding performances in the meet were done by
Donna Green who finished 2nd in
both the 500 yard freestyle, and
200 yard freestyle, and achieved a
personal best time in both events.
Also Kristine Koehler was victorious in the 100 yard breastroke.
In Men's Swimming action
against Monmouth, Robert Kenney, a transfer from Union College and former Westtield High
School swimmer, had two 2nd
places in the mens' 10000 yard
freestyle, and the 500 yard
freestyle. Bob swam the thou sand

free in a speedy ' timem of 11 :05,
and did a personal best time in
the 500 free.
The mens' 400 yard freestyle
relay team of Anthony Meyers,
James Geary, Robert Kenney, and
Larry McGivney, outswam Monmouth's relay team to win that
event and also achieved a new
school record .
In the mens' 100 yard butterfly,
Larry McGivney did a personal
best time and swam the event in a
quick 59 . 7 seconds . Blaise
O ' Neill placed 2nd in the mens'

200 yard freestyle and did a personal besttime. Contributing also
to the hard fought effort were
team members Dave Chomowit,
and Joe Lopez.
LANE LINES - I' m into it Baby!
... Bee r and Pizza, M and M 's
plain and peanut ... It was like
umm ... The best was .. . Bubba
three strikes and you' re -out! D.
Green looked real mean against
Monmouth! Let's get Silly! ... the
Most Beautiful Legs Awards goes
to ... How's this article sound?
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Coach Howard Cushnir giving encouragement to swimmers.

PLAYER OF THE MONTH

Trophy presented by Steve Valvano (r.). Trophies donated by Kristen Distributing.
by Bryan Da vis
The Kean College basketball team is struggling as they fight to reach the .500 mark. One person who will
lead them down the stretch is our Miller-lni:tependent athlete of the week, forward Brett Walker.
Walker's scoring prowess came alive last week when he poured in 26 points against Stevens Tech. He then
scored 15 a!P,inst Montclair State and 22 against William Paterson. ·
Walker said that he thought that the Squires could make the magic .500 mark, but this will not be an easy
road to take. They have to play the co-lead~r in their conference, Jersey City State and their 6'9" center Kent
Peterson.
So here's hoping that Kean will get to that .500 mark, but whether they will or not they will be led by Brett
Walker.

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
SPONSORED BY 1HE MILLER BREWING COMPANY

